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depends

on your getting a stirgcor
How shall l ever thank you sufficientI
If you will follow that path tr ly, Hannah ! '’ said Donald one
day.—
"
your right around the turn of the hill, I
Your presence of mind, when I was dy’’
you will find our cabin. There is a po- ing hy the spring, saved my life !
[For the Ellsworth American.]
Tho blushing Hannah looked down and
ny there, which you can take, and ride
to the little town of
Glimpses of the Fast.
Aberncthy, some j said :
five miles off, where,
I’m sitting all alone to-night,
Don't talk that way, Mr. Alloyne.—
fortunately, a surAlone, in my little room,
geon may he had. At the cabin you You would not, I know, if you was aware
will find a shepherd or two—tell them how much it
The stars are twinkling very bright,
pained me.”
Which make street memories come.
to bring some bed-clothes and a settee,
Call me Donald,-’ said the convaleson which we can
carry your friend to cent;
surely wo have known each other
The moonbeams gently rest an mo
the house.
It is a humble place, hut long enough for you to drop that formal
With sad and mellow light,
better than the hill-side. By the time
Or, if you will not call me DonRecalling dreams, to bright to last,
you get back with the surgeon, we shall ald, then I shall address you as Miss GraTo my weary heart to-night.
have your friend in n comfortable bed, ern.”
and I hope, doing hotter.
For haunting memories of the past
Donald, then,” said Hannah, archly,
|
She spoke with so quick a perception looking up, and shaking the curls back
Amid my heart strings play,
of what was best to be done, and did it ! from her fitco.
And with loved ones i meet, and live,
j
so
And while sweet hours away.
Bless you for the word, Hannah,” he
composedly that the sportsman sub- j
Do you know it
mitting himself entirely to her guidance, ! said, taking her hand.
Again, a father’s hand is pru»a«*d
hastened to execute her commission.
I sounds sweeter now than I ever thought it,
brow
;
my
aching
Upon
When he had vanished around the would ?
j
I hear those tones, which once I beard,
hill, the young girl took some water in
Mr. Alloyne,” she said, though with
It seems they’re with me now.
her hands and began to bathe the face averted face, if
you would not have me
of the wounded man.
But tie stil! lay keep out of your sight forever—if, in short
Loved forms, loved faces I can see,
lu this stilly calm to-night;
insensible, anil she persisted in her task ’youhave any respect for a friendless girl,
for some time, without any signs of life do not
O, cease this throbbing heart, and brain !
speak in that strain again,” and
Nor think these dreams too bright !
she rose as if to leave.
being perceptible.
“Alas!-’ she said, “he is dead ! And
Hannah, hear me,” said her lover,
Ah ! halcyon dreams linger ye still !
yet, but half an hour ago he was in the detaining her: hear me only for one!
Methinks bright angels now
full strength of health and manhood.
It i word more.
Kvcr since the hour that you I
Would gladly come, ami softly soothe,
cannot be—l have heard,” she continued saved
my life, I have loved you, and evami
brow.
M v aching heart,
ouuuv.il
uau
*0
J »
UiUU^UV
cry day 1 spent in your society, has in'Ti* bliss to think when sa/lnes* broods,
! struck her, and she
began to (ear open crossed that love : but if vou will sav that
O’er hearts by Morrow riven ;
his vest to get at the wound, “that my
you lovo another, I swear never to speak ,
That soon we'll rest, forever rest—«
grandsire died at Culloden from the | on the subject again.”
\V ith our loved ones in heave u.
blood coagulating in the wound, when,
j She endeavored to dctutch her hand,
There friendships’ voice will not grow cold. if a surgeon had been by, he might have I which he had caught a second time, but ho
been saved.
What it* this should he the held it to.firmly.
Nor love e’er cease to be ;
case here
Hut loved ones mingle there, and dwell,
You are rich and 1 am poor,’’she said,
She had by this time bared sufficient at last;
Throughout eternity.
you would some day repent of
Srrr\ 11***
of his person to get at tlie orifice of the this
Even your friends would
tiling.
wound. The dark gore had almost stiflaugh at your folly.”
MY FATHER'•
ened about it. She stooped down and
Then you love me," said he, eagerly.
My father raised hi- trembling hand,
tenderly commenced wiping away the •• Is it not so !
And laid it on tuy head:
congealed blood. She had not been
But this time Hannah faced him, and j
‘•tiod bless thee, 0 my son. my son.”
long engaged in her task of mercy when with a dignity that ipiite awed his rap-|
Most tenderly be said.
the wounded man stirred, and opened lure.
I
his eves, fixed them earnestly upon her.
Mr. Alleyne, will you let me go, she j
He died, and left no gems or gold.
and
“Where am I
he inquired, for lib said.
itected
1 am ari unpr
you
girl,
Hut still I was his bcir—
memory was yet vague. “Ah ! I remem- presume on my situation.
For that rich blessing which he gave,
•i
ber—my gun went off. Hut where is
\,'0p no?” he exclaimed, but he let
Became a fortune rare.
11
William :
\ oil misjudge me, indeed
^o her hand.
“If you mean your friend,” said the Miss Oraem, for your blood is as good as ;
rdill in my weary hours of t il
To earn my daily bread.
young girl, “lie is gone for a surgeon.— mine; and even if it, wore not, Donald
It gladdnes me In thoughts t> feel
L have consented to watch by you till Allevno is not the man to love for rank or
now

soon.

jnamo.
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Tho table was laid for dinner in the spaeiouH upper cabin of what in those days—for
tho occurrence which wo are about to relate*
took place many years ago—was considered a
first class river boat. The passengers wero
seated at their meal, when a swaggering,
devil-may-care follow—who had spent his
time since c oming on board at
Natch* suiulor-the-bill,” between corn whiskey and
cards—came sauntering in from the 44 social
hall,” and took bis place at the l>oard; nt
the same time drawing forth a brace of hair
triggered duelling pistols, which he cooked
and laid on each side of his
plate, in such a
manner, that the muzzle of the loaded weapons were
pointed directly at the breast of a
grey-headed merchant, from New Orleans, a
very quiet, unobtrusive sort of a person, who
sat opposite the gambler.
44
Sir,” said the old man. 44 will you do m*i
the favor to remove those
pistols, for it is impossible for me to eat any (linticr, comfortably
when my life is endangered by the very careless manner, in which you have thrown down
your weapons.”
To this mild remonstrance, the person addressed, vouchsafed no farther reply than an
oath, coupled with the intimation, that 44 if
tho old fellow didn't like it, he might leavo
the cabin ; but as for himself, he would not
move his firearms, to
please the b*»t man
that ever walked.”
this
discourteous
I'pon receiving
reply, tho
old merchant uttered not a word, but resumed his chair, from which he had partly risen
with the air of a man who has made up his
mind to endure an annoyance which he could
not prevent.
In a few moments, howev*5r,
he raised his head, made a signal to the black
man, a servant of his own, who was attending him and gave some whispered order.—
liui negro disappeared, entered the merchant's state-room, by its outer door, hut immediately returned to his place beside his
master's chair, where he stooped down, produced something from behind his hack, and
placed the articles, whatever they were, in
the merchant’s hands, as the old man put
them quietly back to grasp what he had sent
for. A moment more and all were electrified
bv seeing the old man straighten himself up
with a cocked pistol in either baud, which
be leveled full at the gambler’s head, at the
same instant called out:
If you stir, or dare to move a finger, sir,
you ar.? a dead man.”
lie then motioned to the negro who stood
grinning at his side, Tom,” said he, go
round and take up that portion's pistol's remove the
caps, and lay them in his berth in
his state room ; he won't need them, at
least, until after dinner. As for you, sir,”
added lie, turning to the discomfited swagger, us Tom literally carried out his master's instructions “I fancy you will not bo
an old man in future.’*
disused tvi
W hen the Screamer No. 3, stopped to
“wood up,” some two hours afterwards, tho
“gambling uian” was, “by particular request,” one of those who landed and went on
shore.—Breicerton’s War in Kansas.

his

passage to one of the rivers, ht
fell in company with a talkative ladj
and gentleman, to whom he was relating
some of his sufferings from mosquitoes.
‘•Husband,” said the lady to the gentleman owning that title, “you had better tell the gentleman about the man
we met in Iowa.”
The bint was sufficient, and “husband”
proceeded to say that, “in their travels
farther West, they made the acquaintance of a stalwart, rollicking, Western
Hoosicr, one of the genius who could
whip his weight in wild-cats but who
possessed a fund of quiet humor. On

intelligence, religion,
improved anti per-

and commerce—all

liberty
American Books in England*
fected—we may be the means of-removing
The following letter is from the Re r. the ten thousand evils of despotism, super*
Thomas Timfsojt, an able and pioi g stition, and false religion, which afflict the
great nations of Europe, Asia, Africa, and
minister in London, the author of mai
parts of America, and of regenerating
valuable theolgical and other works ; ai l(*I many
the world, under the gracious providence of
a
person who has distinguished hiinsc
God.
as the originator
of various benevolo: it
“Wishing you success in your various nomovements in that great city. It breath te I blcr benevolent, and Christian enterprise, and
be prespirit of peaco and good-will towai J j that your lift* and healih may longlabors
on
America, creditable alike to the hea j !! served, to enjoy the fruits ofinyour
Christian esearth.
1 remain, yours,
and heart of the writer. To such sent l“ I
“THOMAS TIMPSUN.”
teem.
meats wo heartily respond, and hope tl
OFT BULLYCHASTISEMENT
,!
peace and intercourse now existing b
The following story from llar/ur s Magatween England and America may lor «
is
none the loss good
zinc for March, which
be preserved inviolable.—Ed. America n ( for
having been told before, shows that true
Saturday Courier.
courage is rarely or ever allied with a mark-

occasion, they had stopped at a hointerior, not of the most inviting appearance. They were shown to

one

tel in the

their

rooms,

the Hoosier at

one

end, and

the

lady and gentleman at the other, of
a
long hall. About midnight, the drow-
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Western Annoyances.
Judge J., who has recently returner
from a tour in the West, relates an anecdote illustrating the horrors to whicl:
travelers in that region are exposed. Ir
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the World !’
May w« continue increasingly
goes the rounds with visitors, pauses b
to co-operate’ by the Bible, Missions, and
fore the pootrait to say :
Commerce, in promoting the intelligence,
This is the likeness of the last Liu T
liberty, and happiness of every people !
as she was, and
s
and
“1 am convinced that the two countries
;
Alleyne
lovely
good as lovely.” By her husband, si ic are deeply interested in the prosperity of each
was called the Lily of the Valley.
JVh jr, other. Our people are one in blood, one in
language, ono in science and art, and one in
I have never heard.
religion. Ourselves mu tally united in the
bouu&pf peace and friendly intercourse, both
must
prosj»er, and essentially serve each other ; and,
increasing in population, by our

p
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sy couple were startled by a report of
firo-arms, proceeding from the end of
:
for
dueling
propensity
the hull occupied by their traveling com“London (Eng.), March 22.
••During the period of the occupation of panion. Both started
:>Ir. Rorert Hears :
up iu bed and bein 1851
of
Louis
France
the
allies
XV111.,
by
"My Dear Sir : 1 am constrained by a the
of dueling was pursued extonsive- gan to speculate upon the probable cause
system
wnso ol obligation, to
tl
to
on
e
you
testfy
Patriotism and a of this untimely alarm, when they heard
ly by the French officers.
part of myself, my sons, and my daughter
Jeep sense of injury perhaps palliate*] its at- a rushing of feet and a confusion of
the iuexpresible gratification that we feel i
Prussia and K»g- voices in the hall.
Oq going to the
the possession of the sixteen volumes of yoi r j roeity. Day after day,
insulted by
beautiful works wliieli now adorn my libr. *ilish officers would bo grossly
door, the gentleman found the whole
send
a cartel, light, and
wouM
Frenchmen,
household, headed by the landlord, rushry with their elegant bindings. I look t: be
carried off regularly to Pere la Chaise.
them with astonishment, as 1 reflect on the r j
in the direction of the report.
His
Some of Napoleon's waitress J'arms made a ing
been
the
baring
production of ouo individt
man oacli day.
curiosity led him to join this midnight
il : comprehending, us they do, so large j business of killing their
A story is told of one of them—an old procession, and he arrived with the rest
variety of the most important subjects, ar j I
Duroc—who had slain his scores, m iront of the Hoosier's door. The
j
us tucir
>;uii;uuc
cun terns
snov
Captain
jompiieu,
and was never known to have met his match landlord tried the latch, but found it
(rum u vast number of the heat publication
with the sword, lie never sent a challenge, fast,
and by urgent Ionian otherwise engaged in ;i
whereupon, in a loud voice, he deaggressor; and pitilessly in- manded instant admission.
alwaystil.Ithefiivlir
I’xteusive business ! Having been honori I was
■jiw-t-1-..l
.if uluumiTiir IllM
of
them
with the commission to offer a net
“What do you want ?’’ roared a voice
not lound an adverY ictoria, queen of Great Britain—and whic j weapon. When he had
within.
nary iu the course of the day, he would enter
she has graciously
cxawim
accented—I
“Want to come in !” replied the landthe Cafe Foy, at Paris, towards sis o’clock,
these volumes more particularly :
end
for dinner ; and the waiters could toll by lord.
te.*l admiration of their excellent und usef ^
bis face, and the way he twirled his grizzly
“Can't do it !*’ was the response from
information, their pure and (’hristian mom l_,
moustache, that he was on the look-out fora within. “It's
my room, and i'm in bed
ity, and their truly scriptural theology, j
quarrel. Woe to him who gave him the —can’t come in l'1
may most joyfully apply to you, what a re j chance!
One evening, there chanced to
said
to
in
croud doctor of America once
“Let me in!" shouted the landlord,
into the same calc an English officer
after examination of my lather nuweroi 'g drop
named (i Wynne. lie belonged to the army in a louder tone, at the same time shakobserved
a line
have
not
publications—'I
of occupation, hut had only just returned ing the door violently, “or I'll break
all your writings; which you may wish
! to his regiment from his home, where lie had the door down !”
blot out when you come to die.’ I eousi*
been kept a close prisoner by a wound re“Hold on !” rejoined the voice with[•red that a very high compliment from sui
j eeived at Waterloo. During bis absence,
“I’ll open the door."
in,
a judge.
he
bis brother had had the misfortune—ho
Ilif hand upon my heart.
come
to carry you t<: wealth.”
some shepherds
The door was opened, when in rushed
••By your publications, you have made a *,liad heard—to quarrel with Captain Deroe,
heart
in
than
the
tl
classes
whole
the whole party, expecting to see the
through
community
Hannah, whose pride, rather
j their cabin. And here they come,'* she
and to he killed by him in a duel.
Though infant tongue- to me have said,
exclaimed, clasping her hands, equalh had spoken, was moved liy these words, l nited States, very greatly your debtors.entered the Cafe Foy a few min- floor covered with blood. What was
**
Hear father! oft since then,
(iwynue
iu
some
measure
acknow
This
arc
good
they
utes before oix, and sat down at a small va- their surprise to find
glad to conclude this embarrassing t<*te- and she lingered, irresolutely. Her lover
Vet when 1 bring that scene to mind,
everything in its
as 1 perceive, by the large and ii _l
cant table. A waiter started at the sight, and
a-tete, and to see the wounded man pla- ,aw the change in her demeanor, and has- edging,
proper place, and the Hoosicr calm and
l'in but a child again.
cn using demand for your valuable works
ced in a situation of more comfort.
running to the Englishman, observed, with unconcerned ! A revolver was lying caretened to take advantage of it. Mie loved, but the man who has placed in their hum
some agitation, that that was ‘the Captain’s
“Heaven bless you!’ said the suffer- him indeed, only two well, a- she had a.I Muntratul factorial volumes, relating to sut
the bed.
[From the Newark Mercury, Sept. 30.J
*1
table*' ‘What captain, my friend?’ naked lessly upon
1
heart,
htill,
is
in
^
own
which
wonderful
*ui
of
that
have
saved
life.”
her
a
“Who fired that pistol ?” demanded
a!om' confessed to
er—you
my
j variety und mind
the Englishman. *Oh ! le Capitaine Duroc!’
Bo6lianna. or Jewish New Yearmuch
is
i;
so
that
to
half
In a few moments the wounded man
acknowledge | ture, art,
brought
answered the waiter, pronouncing the terri- the landlord.
Tins religious festival commenced last
struetive in biography and history : ar I j
was
“I did!" was the reply.
ble name almost with a feeling of awe.—
placed on a settee, brought by tin. that he had a place in her heart, she would vvhattts
*
iu
evening, and continues during to-day
consoling
religit
mostly
divinely
cheek Hushed at the name, but
and
the
cavalcade
wended
it*
to he his without a condition.
i
?"
asked
the
landlord.
not
(iwynne’s
“Why
shepherds,
A SPORTSMAN S ADVENTURE.
promise
and to-morrow. It is the first day of
and the oracles of God—in forms well adup I
The Hoosicr stepped to the bed, and
wav
toward the cabin. Th maiden He argued long and earnestly, hut her ed to
merely observing that ‘ibL table was like ail
the month Tisri, and commences the Jewpromote the edification of all classe
the others, seemingly : still.* he said, ‘if the
During the early j>art of the summer, walked last, and hv her side stalked sad- answer was always the same.
the
:
said
condition
1
throwing open
covering,
ish year 5617.
especially those in the peculiar
Orthodox Jews throughinsisted upon it, he would doubtiu the y ,r lS.id, it happened that two
Capitaine
as
the
two
of
the
sufferer
and
the
the
“Look
!
so
scatter
here
she
said.
Do
;
••
the millions
m1,
dogs
pe
ly
widely
\Ve must part fur a year,”
you sec that
out the world will
less satisfy iiim.' On which he took up a
keep it, as theif forecan
n
young sportsmen in tiie Highlands ol dumb animals, with a sense almost hu
of
Union,
Hie
attention of the party was at
your vastly-extended
You think now, with the memory of your pie
fathers have done for four thousand years,
newspaper and began to read.
•Scotland, wearied by a lotur day's shoothe
remunerate
for
the
requisite exp; V*
man, as if appreciating her kindness t<
Almost at the same instant the door open- once directed to the point indicated, and
illness fresh upon you, that you love me : easily
by abstaining from all business, and,
dituro of mental and physical labor, wi I
in;?, were approaching ;i liillsidc spring?, their master, looked up affectionate!) hut l ant come
ed, and a heavy tread of spurred boots was there, over the whole surface of the sheet, with
of too haughty a blood, tbo
amount of property employed II
grateful hearts, feasting on each
famous in that wild district for the coldlarge
heard approaching the table. When at a bed-bugs were
The cabL
into her face every few steps.
even
where
in
dito
j
now,
scampering
every
marry
waters.
dainty that the market affords, or their
producing these works.
ness and pureness of its
few feet distance, le Capitaine st >pped and rection, like a flock of
They in was like those existing everywhere though poor on sosuddeu
and
sheep frightened means will permit.
! might love,
i|uestionablo “•The Pictorial Family Library,’ tl u*
the usurper W'ith an insulting smile.
had just reached the brow of the eleva- in the
a
dog. The landlord was chagrined
Highlands—a rude but clnciTu an attachment. \ou are rich, fushiona- •Wonders of the World,* the ‘History of t *' surveyed looked
On Monday week, they will keep
at him, hut did not by
calmly
tion overlooking the rural fountain, whtr
(Iwyunu
and
1
,r
was
usubut
both
than
and
•Inlbrmuliou
last
and
of
American
Revolution,’
habitation,
larger
puzzled,
looked to his lodger their annual fast day, when, after a hearIde and with influence; l am the
speak. The Capitaine sat down at a table for an
treasures
,u
be
invaluable
must
they saw a young girl, in the first blush al. and adorned with more taste inside. a line
the
ever since Culloden.—
People,'
explanation
close by, and licgun to twirl his moustache.—
will entirely abstain from
of womanly beauty, close to the spring.
the rising members ol thousands ot fan *’1
In about two hours the friends of tin lour
knew him understand the mcan“These," began the Iloosier, straight- ty supper, they
is the gay world, where you
p'aee
ie
Iwcau
eating, drinking, snuffing and smoking,
America
lies
;
that
especially
low
closer
rock
throughout
to ening himself
She was sitting on a
of the gesture, and gathered
to his full height, and
! sufferer returned, bringing with then: will be surrounded by troups of friends ; of the
ing
up
from six o'clock of one day until six
necessarily limited sphere of observ A‘ the redoubtable champion of France. They. gesticulating with his
rose by the side of the fountain, hc-t I the surgeon, who was closeted with his
right hand in o’clock of the following. When this
mine is the humble cabin, where a few tion on men and manners existing in t
to wait before he commenced
had not long
°
“These
are
dimpled elbow resting on the cliff, ami patient for an hour, and when he cairn more dependents have been my only com- •Old World
ot
grandiloquent
while the ‘Description
style.
my
Penitential day, during which all
friends ! I have settled an armistice with grand
her head leaniegon her hand. Her fig | forth, the young girl was sitting anxious
died. If Gn at Britain and Ireland’ will afford the III operations. across
confess to God their sins and shortcompanions, ever since my father
Stretching
suddenly, he seized the them, and we are on
the
with
a
most
ideas
ure was light and sylph like, yet exquis- j lv
middle
the
the
the
in
at
return
terms
fire,
me jnu will
concerning
pi
; but
by
company
friendly
on the Englishman's table, and snatchennobling
you really love
ings, has come to a close, eight days of
:
‘fatherlun * lamp
itely proportioned. 1 Icr hair was gold- aged woman, the wife of one of the shop end of the year ; and if you forget me, I pie, the riches, and glory of their
ed it awayt while with the other hand he on the window-sill there, just outside,
joyful
holidays are kept up. The tables
this
H
For
the
and
in
go
natural
i
and
flowed
of
will
out
find two infernal big fellars*
en in color,
ring- herds.
(iwynne’s you
shall live here with heather and muir-foul service we‘mothcreountry.’
plucked "the newspaper
in every house are loaded with good
are indebted to you as Britons;
cafe
at
this
buzz
in
the
a
that I couldn't do anything with, and
band. There was
lets on her fair shoulders.
‘•Oh, Miss Hannah,” said the old sur as L have lived before.
“Your ‘Bible Biography,’ ‘Bible Illusti l"
things. A cottage is built, covered
and one or two Englishmen pres- so I
“See, was 1 not rightsaid one, ir j geon, answering the inquiry of her eyes
just put a bullet through 'em.— with gems, and adorned with the choicHer lover therefore was compelled to tions,’ and ‘History of the Bible,’ can n jt gross insult,to their
towards
moved
and
ent
feet,
lias
‘’She
sprang
Hut
it's
his
all
to
as good ;
a
the
life
have
saved
of
now—it’s
all
undera
was
ro
companion.
of
a
me
those
right
whisper,
submit. There
“you
proud independence fail to be highly prized by
est and most beautiful
llut he did not speak or
their
plants and fruits
stood between me and my friends here,
been gathering lilies; there are some ! lad as ever shot a mur-cock or stalked : iu the banishment of him, which became, religious or established Christian ehuructei :' move countryman,
and flowers. Coming from the Syna; his luce did not even show any uppaaad we shall get along well enough now.’
still in her hand. But let us descend. ! red dear. I know all about it, ye sec ■ he said to himself, the daughter of chicf- on account of the precious stun s of pure « *’ rent notice of the affront.
j It is needless
gogue, the roof of this cottage is opened,
to add the landlord reThe speaker had been leaning careless | lassie—ye came of a generous and gal tains who had fought at Bannockburn and vinity which they contain, and the eonct
Le Capitaine read for a moment or two,
and thanks are given to the
whi 5
of
the
of
t
rat
ion
Supreme
it
heavenly
light
close
and
now
so
as
to
rays
bis
fchair
to
tired
his
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Premont's letter.
New York, July 8, 1856.
Oexti.emkx :—You cell me to > high
responsibility by placing me in the van
of the great movement of the
people of
the United States, who, without regard
to past differences, are uniting in a common effort to bring back the action of
the Federal Government to the principles
of Washington and Jefferson. Comprehending the magnitude of the trust which
they have declared themselves willing to
place in my hands, and deeply sensible
to the honor which their unreserved
confidence in this threatening position
of the public affairs implies, I feel that I
cannot better respond than bv a sincere
declaration that, in the event of my election to the Presidency. I should enter
npon the execution of its duties with a
single-hearted determination to promote
tiic good of the whole country, and to
direct solely to this end all the power of
the government, irrespective of party
issues, and regardless of sectional strifes.
The declaration of principles embodied
in the resolves of your Convention, expresses the sentiments in which 1 have
been educated, and which have ripened
into convictions by personal observation
and experience. With this declaration
and avowal, I think it necessary to revert to only two of the subjects embraced

resolutions,

in the

and to those only liehave surrounded them with
grave and critical circumstances, and giv-

cause

events

en to

them especial importance.
in the views of the convention

I

concur

deprecating

the foreign policy to which
it adverts.
The assumption that we
have the right to tike from another nation its domains because we want them,
is an abandonment of the hunest cliara- ter which our country has acquired.—
To provoke hostilities by unjust assump-

tions. would be to sacrifice the pi ace
and chamcter of the country, when all
its interests might be more certainly secured and its objects attained by just
and healing counsels, involving no loss
ef reputation. International embarrassments are mainly the results of a secret
diplomacy, which aims to keep from the

knowledge of

the pei.p.e the operations
of the government.
This system is inconsistent with the character of our institutions, and is itself yielding gradual-,

lv

to

a

more

enlightened public opinion,!

and to the power of a free press, which,:
by its broad dissemination of political |
intelligence, secures in advance to the
sule of justice the judgment of the civil-1
ized world. An honest, firm and open
policy in our foreign relations, would
command the united suppmt of the nation, whose deliberate opinions it would

necessarily reflect.
Nothing is clearer in

the

history

of

institutions than the design of the
nation in asserting itsown independence
and freedom to avoid giving countenance
The influto the extension of slavery.
ence of the small, but compact and powerful class of men interested in slavery,
who command one section of the conntry, and wield a vast political control
in the other, is now
ns a consequence,
direct d to turn back this impulse of the
r vdution, and reverse its principles.—
The extension of slavery across the continent is the object of the power which
now rules the government, and from this
spirit has sprung those kindred wrongs
in Kansas, so truly portrayed in one of
your resolutions, which prove that the
elements of the most arbitrary governments have been vanquished by the just
theory of oar own.
It would be out of place here to pledge
our

the form of slavery, but would inevitably
result in the triumph of free labor, the
natural capital which constitutes the real
wealth of this great country, and creates
that intelligent power in the masses alone
to be relied on as the bulwark of free in
stitulions.
Trusting that I have a heart capable of
comprehending our whole country with its
varied interests, ami confident that patriotism exists in all parts of the Union, I
accept the nomination of your Convention
in the hope that I may be enabled to serve
usefully iis cause, which I consider the
cause of Constitutional Freedom.

Very Respectfully,

J. C. FREMONT.
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In accordance with a venerated usage, established in the first settlement of the country,
by our virtuous and pious ancestors, ami subsequently continued by their descendants, I
do, with the advice and consent of the Council, appoint THl'RSDAY, thk twentieth
day of November next, as a day of Thanksgiving and Praise, and recommend to the people of th»* State to assemble on that day in
their usual places of public worship, and return their sincere and unfeigned thanks t*» Almighty God for the innumerable favors and
blessings which He has bestowed upon them,
not only during the past year, but for the
whole period of their existance.
I>et us thank Him for His constant benevolence and laving kindness; for a bounteous
harvest and rich increase of flocks and herds,
making glad the hearts of the laborer and
husbandman; that no fatal pestilanee or
wasting disease in any unusual degree has deprived us of our friends and relatives, but a
pure and invigorating atmosphere h is brought
to ns health and strength; that He has fostered the various pursuits of industry, and that
the eurth, the air and th? sea have yielded to
man the tribute which He has
imposed upon
them.
Let us thank Him that our national Constitution, the toundation of our tree institution-, and the rich legacy of our fathers, has
thus far been preserved to us ; that the American people have been endowed with a pracmai

awuu;

"min

ii.i»

incm ioiouna

great and powerful republic*, holding a high
rank among the nations of the earih, and that
although at times our political fabric has experienced the rude and violent shocks of conflicting opinions, reason has never failed to
resume its sway over folly and
prejudice, and
peace and quiet have uniformly followed the
deepest excitement.
Let us praise the Lord, because he ‘is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy,* and because his
goodness to us
is immeasurable and boundless.
He is txuely
our
Maker and father, and wc, the work
of His hands, and His dependent children
are bound to yield to Him a
ready and willing
obedience, a warm and filial affection, that we
may promote our own happiness and filfil
the purpose of our creation.
Let u* praise Him for redemption from sin,
and that He ha*opened a way by which
every
creature may enjoy a liappv and glorious imin
an
eternal
where
world,
virtue
mortality
a'ul goodness will be protected, and wickedness deprived of its power.
And while we offer to Him tho homage of
grateful hearts for the abundance He has given tou.*. may we not he unmindful that
every
man is our brother, and ha* a claim
upon our
sympathies, and that we should be active to
relieve the wants of the poor, and the sufferings of the afflicted.
Given at the Council Chamber, in Augustia,
this second day of October, in the >car of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
flftv-six, and of the Independence at the
United States of America the eightv-first.
SAMUEL WELLS.
a

Holloway s

Pills have again triumphed

every other Medicine.—Interesting Case ! ! !—Emily Warton, aged 17,
of W alnut Street, Cincinnati, suffered
much and often from sick headaches,
tottering of the limbs, numbness of the
whole body, and other symptons which
very much alarmed her fond parents, the
actual name and nature* of the complaint
myself to any particular policy that may puzzled every one, it bore such a variety
be suggested to terminate the sectional of aspects, and consequently there were
by political an- a variety of opinions on the subject.—

controversy

engendered

imosities

operating on
banded together by a
A practical remedy is

a

over

powerful class, Three months

ago, the

mother boldly

common interest. went to work with Holloway’s
Piils,
the admission of which very quickly performed their part
Kansas into the Union as a free State.— for in six weeks the young lady was in
earpossession of the most robust health ;
The South should, in my

judgment,

ami mnili/ilnn V. .1 I'n 1
It itilpp PVPrr
a consummation.
would vindicate its good faith ; it would ed- They are an excellent medicine for
correct the mistake of the repeal, and young ladies entering into womanhood.
the North, having practically the benefit
From Kansas.
of the agreement between the two sec-

nestly desire such

n

MlLWAUKAE, Oct. 11th.
tions, would be satisfied, and good feelWe have advices from Kansas to the
ing be restored. The measure is perfectly consistent with the honor of the South,! 1st inst, stating that Governor Geary had
caused to be arrested and confined in
and vital to its interests.
That fatal act which gave birth to Lecompton on the charge of murder in
this purely sectional strife, originating the first degree, 107 free State tuen who
in the scheme to take from free labor are mostly under the charge of C'ol. TiH. Miles Moore of Leavenworth
tiro country secured to it by a solemn1 tus.
covenant, cannot be to soon disarmed of. was arrested on the 2d inst., while at
The only genial Kansas City, enroute Last, by Surveyits pernicious lource.
region of the middle latitudes left 10 the. or Gen. Calhoun and carried to' Wyan•emigrants of the Northern States for homes, dotte city and imprisoned.
cannot be conquered from the free laborPhiladelphia, Oct. 11th.
ers, who have long considered it as set
A Buchaxan Stump Obatortubxour inheritance, without
in
for
them
upart
ed r remoxteb.—ueo. a. i once .recentprovoking a desperate struggle. Whateditor of the Democratic Evening
ever may be the persistence of the partic- ly
has repudiated Buchanan, and
ular class which seems ready to hazard Argus,
last
joined the Fremont Demoeverything for the success of the unjust craticevening
Club, when he made a speech fulscheme it has partiflly effected, l firmly
himself with the Repubbelieve that the great heart of the nation ly indntifying
lican cause.
Mr. Coffee has just rewhich throbs with the patriotism of
turned from stumpiug the State in bethe free men of both sections, will have
look to; half of Buchanan.
power to overcome it. lhey will
the rights secured to them by ihe Consti-1
Fremont ix the Metropolis.—
tut on of the Union, as their best safeguard The X V. Herald
says: We verily be•'r m the oppression, of the class, which by lieve that things are
taking such a shape
a monopoly of the soil, and of slave labor as will
give Fremont a large mj jrity in
to ti l it, might in time, reduce them to this
city against Buchanan and Fillmore.
the extremity of laboriug upou the same The Buchanan
democracy is breaking to
The
aves.
s
the
terms with
great body pieces in every direction from the
pure
of non slaveholdiug freeman, including want of inherent cohesiveness.
i ho as of the South, upon whose weltare
Mr. Eaton’s Boarding School. We
slavery is an oppression, will discover that
the [lower of the General Government not long since mentioned the fact that Rev.
ever the public lands may be beneficially H. M. Eaton was making preparation to
exerted to advance their interests and se- i open a Boarding school for boys, at Kent's
cure iheir independence.
Knowing this, j Hill (Readtield).
We are happy to hear that his arrangetheir suffrages will not be wanting to main-!
toiii that authority in the Union, which is ments have been completed, and that the
enance
of
winter session of his school will commence
absolutely essential to the main
their own liberties, and which has more on the first Wednesday in November.
We very cheerfully aud confidently
th tu once indicated the purpose of dispo ;
in such a way as, commend Mr. Eaton to those parents and
s ng of the publie lands
would make every settler upon them a free- guardians who wish to place their children
at a school where their moral, intellectual,
holder.
if the people entrust to me the admin- and physical culture will be faithfully atistration of the Government, the laws of tended to.—Maine Farmer.
will
Congress iu relation to the territories
Conxecticct.—The New Haven Palhe faithfully executed. All its authority
will be exerted in aid ofthe National will ladium says :
“The Buchauiers have lost in every
to re-establish the peace ef the oountry,
have hereto- town heard from saye one, upon last
on the just principles which
fore nsceived the sanction of the Federal spring’s vote, which shows that the popuGovernment, of the States, and of the peo- lar current is all running one way. Who
would nould
expect it to be otherwise 7”
ple of both section* Sueh a peltoy
teav« no aliment to tint sectional party
A goose quill is more dangerous than
which seeks its afyndinwnent by approthe new teerttwim to capital in, s lion’a claw.
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TELEGliAPHIC.
[From the Whiff and Courier.]

Who hu

ELLSWORTH:
FRIDAY MORNING OCT

Oct. 1.5.

17, 18S«.

Pike

county gives 540 Democratic
majority; Crawford 1500 Opposition;
l’crry 150 Democratic; Northampton
2200 do. ; Carbon 700 ; Lehigh 900 do.
I Luzerne 1100 do. ; Sullivan 200 Opposition : Wyoming 600 do.; Susquehan-

Peoples Ticket.

History

An-

Who

simply
joined himself to the Republican phalanx, standing upon the very ground occupied
by H ashington and Jefferson—and engaged
; in tbe great popular movements of the day,
"the object of which is to secure freedom
against the ruthless assaults of the slave
power, by restoring the Government to the
original design, spirit and practice of its
pilitie founders, its early administrators, and
its judicial expounders I
Sorthcrn Creed.—From the day when the

100"* do. ; Lancaster 3000 do.
The Philadelphia Bulletin foots up the
!
majority in 35 counties, giving the Opand the Democrats 21,J position 24,000
648, being a Democratic gain on last
FOR PRESIDENT,
The Bulletin thinks the
year of 3030.
Democratic State ticket is elected, and
the Congressional delegation about diI
I vided.
OF CALIFORNIA.
5 1-2 P. M.
The Bulletin says MifFOR VICE-PRESIDENT,
flin county gives a small Democratic maojrity. Centre county 350 do.
WM. L.
Serious errors in calculation make the
Democratic losses 6300, as compared
OF NEW JERSEY,
with last years vote, when the Democratron s lectors.
ic majority was 9700.
The counties to
KNOTT CROCKETT, of Rockland.
come in then
gave a fusion majority of
MOSES H PIKE, of Skowhegan.
1976, and if they come in the same now
JAMES MORTON, of Buxton.
the Democratic majority will be 2000.
EDWARD SWAN, of Gardiner.
6 P. M.
A doubtful report gives
NOAH SMITH, Jr, of Calais
4000 union majority in Bradford Co.
SIDNEY PERHAM, of Woodstock.
AARON P. EMERSON, of Orland.
The latest returns indicate
8 P. M.
ISAAC GROSS, of Turner.
that the Unionists have
carried the
State.
Seventeen counties are yet to be heard
Saving the Union.
When listening to the everlasting croakfrom which gave 4000 fusion majority
last year.
ing* of the sham democrats, it reminds us ol
Additional. Lehigh county 600 a grey headed Frenchman we once knew who
Democratic majority ; Bucks 500 do. ; was impressed with the belief that his misCarbon 1000; Monroe 1500; Susque- sion on earth was to aseertain where the
hanna 500 Opposition ; Tioga (24 towns) Sun went, when it sank below the
horizon.

JOHN C. FREMONT.
DAYTON,

hunger would drive him into the abides of
less roving men. Then when restored to his
i accustomed strength and activity, he would
I n.niin

cto

on

liiu

nnrl1.u»

-_1*_cl

the Disunion! sts

Tennessee,

■

so

Foley,

in the 4th

by

Congressional

1200

Dis-

majority.

Further. Partial returns from 12
Counties in lnd.aua—seven of them
Southern Counties, show 800 ahead for
Hon. A. P. Willard, Dem. for Governor,

1

I sion, it was determined to annex to every Union. I would rather see the sunny have their turn to night. Reader did
| bill of acquisition or extension, the princi- fields of tho whole South converted into you ever notice how quick a little sunI pie of the Wilmot Proviso which was in a graveyard of martyred patriots, than shine will start into life a swarm of
flies
fact that of the Ordinance of 1787, to see such u disgraceful consummation of that have lain dormant awhile *
If so
the
and
of
abolitionism.”
hopes
wit, that there never should be upon said terdesigns
imagine how our Democratic friends
Vox Uorun.
ritory any slavery or involuntary servitude,
warmed into life alter
getting their news,
The above is taken verbatim from the
except as a punishment for crime, of which
and then think how the
republican!
the individual shall have been
Richmond
of
Oct.
1st
1856.
convicEnquirer
duly
swarmed after getting a dispatch from E.
ted.
Democrats of Maine, who say there is
L. Hamlin Esq. of Bangor that
During the above period nnd down to a no difference between the Democracy of
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana were all right.
very recent date, the old Whig and Demo- the North, and the
of the
Democracy
cratic 1 parties agivetl
precisely on this great South—Straight Whigs, also, who
say
and momentous quest ion of
A gentleman, recently from
slavery extension, there is no difference between modim
Ellsworth,
states that he saw a Fremont
s> vital to the interests of the Free State's.—
flag flying
And in their Legislative and Conventional Democracy and modern Whigocrary—I there, with only stitren stars on it.
l)r.
Resolutions and s|ieoches, esptvially in Maine, ask you in all candor, arc you prepared j Sawyer is this so:—Mathias Union.
Ah, brother Ilrisko. VOlir informanS
be accused of seeing
duuhle;
no such
flag is tolerated here by the Fremonters.
Our flags all have an extra
star for Kansas.
We expect to have an
extra quantity of
Stripes put into anymore we shall
fly, to indicate to those
turbulent Buchanan disunion men. Wise.
Brooks 4c Co, what
they may expect, if
Fremont and the Republican
party shall
happen to rule the roast.
By the way,
" hat can
you do for those rank traitors
to the t'nion ?

.1

cannot

local jurisdiction. This was the well settled
a kite, without
a
tail.’’ I repeat the
doctrine of the most
We have been gently called to an acenlightened nations of
question. Who arc the disunionists 1 count for
I Europe and America.
the letter in our issue
A plank in the Republican platform is,
Sham Democracy's
since

publishing

Change.—But
of the lifith of .September signed “Bob."
! the Pierces, the Douglases, the Buchanans,' “The rights of the States, and the Un- I
recause said le'ter, the fair One
thought,
j the Cushings, the Kanes, the Lecomptcs, and! ion of the States, must anil shall be pre• contained ungentlcmrnly
expressions._
kindred spirits, have got into power, and screed. In John C. Fremont's letter of
We supposed every one would sec at a
sold the Sham
Democracy to Slave Breeders acceptance, be declares among other
and their associates, all these conservative
glanr-, that the letter was published just
good patriotic things, “In the event of as it came into our
hands, without the
principles, are reversed and new and extraelection to the Presidency, I should
of an i or the
ordinary doctrines in violation of every prin- my
of a t. We
dotting
crossing
enter
tho
execution
of
its duties
upon
ciple of consistency, democracy, justice, and
the letter to let our readers see
published
humanity, have been introduced, repealing with a single-hearted determination to to what low
blackguardism, the border
the Missouri Compromise,
re-opening slavery promote the good of the whole country, Ruffian sympathizes in our own mid-t
agitation, filling the Country with contention Where do you find disunion sentiments?
can
stoop to. This letter we think was
and strife, oppression nnd
KErcni.tr ix.
cruelty, robbing Road and judge.
writeu
and pillage,
by a gentleman in a neighboring
outrage and murder, and spreadXo. i), Wildcat Place, Oct. 13, 1850.
town ; and if we are correct in our surand woe
ing
weeping
the
hlecdthroughout
j and
Free Kansas.
The entertainment mise the writer stands rather above the
disgraced Republic ! And all this
I ing
of
complication
injustice and wrong, oppres- it laird's Hall on the evenings of the S'.ii common run of modern dimmerkrats"
! siun uud cruelty, instigated, encouraged and rnd 0th inst. consisted of a
and he cannot feel very proud of his
representaepis.supported by the President and troo|« of tion of the 13 States
tle.
as
by
many young
the l nited States ! And
1

j and

all this in the face
eyes of long and oft rejieated decluruI tiuus and resolutions, up to
yesterday, as it
were.
And the miserable,
impudent, troasenable scoundrels, and their
al-

allies attired in white dresses with blue
toshes and wearing coronals bearing the
lame

Launched from the shipyard of Messrs.
W. 4: T. D. Jones in this
village the

j

of the individual State

sented.

straight-out

I

■

Later.
In the 4th Congressional
District, Jas. B. Fuley Dem., (Cumback
Republican competitor,) is reported elected by 1200 maj.

Coxtikuous Artificial Gums.—The great
which are every day being made
iu the dental art, are calculated to falsify the
remark continually made by
people from
abroad, that ihe Americans have bad teeth responsibility to you as your honored
repreuniversally; p.nd it should be a matter of con- sentative, that the onlj hope of the South is
South,
that
and
the only available
gratulation that American science and skill in the
means of making that hope effective is to cut
have done more to
remedy the defects of na- isuuder the
bonds that tie us together and take
ture in this particular, than the combined ef>ur separate position in the
family of nations
forts of all other countries. The result of these rhese me
my opinions. They have always
jeen my opinions.
I have been a disunionLt
continuous gums, when
successfully managed,
is a durable and unchangeable set of teeth and Tom the time I could think.
Then as a perfect “settler” read the followgums, without a single crevice in which a par-

improvements

t-cle of food or saliva may lodge, and beeomc
offensive. By this improvement the form
and expression of the face may be restored to
any degree of rotundity desired, so as to produce distinct enunciation and restore the nat-

ng:
“I speak on my individual responsibility:
f Fremont be elected President of the United
states, I am for the people in their majest y
•ising above the law and leaders, taking the
>ower into their own hands,
going by concert
ural features to a degree impossible to attain ! >r not
by concert, and laying the strong arm
in any other way. The invention, in our es- 1 >f Southern freeman upon the Treasury and
timatiou, deserves to be universally adopted Archives of the government. (Applause.) I
lo. If you, people of the Fourth Congresson one of its merits alone, and that is their
onal District, 50, 100, 500, or 1000 of you,
construction in such a manner as 10 render se- ntimate to me that
you want me to go with
cretions of food and all foreign matter
my life, my fortune, my reputation shall
impo»- •eou,
at your service.”
aible to collect about the teeth and
gums,
thereby obviating the objections urged against j Now, if the patient's courage rises as the
artiticial teeth, via., offensive breath. This < angers multiply, turn to Stringiellow, and
invaluable discovery is the result of the
long < runken Davy Atchinson's insane ravings.
If all these accumulating dangers does
study and patient experiments of Dr. John
Allen, of Cincinnati. The process requires
ot fully impress these Union savers that the
more still than is possessed
by ordinary den- < anger is coming upon us like a flood, cite
lists, and persons should be careful to seleet t he fact that Mr. Fillmore has
charged
as operators, scientific
practitioners. We have I, big Paixhan
gun with all sorts of combusseen some bcauiiful
at
the
rooms of
specimens
, iblee aiming it
right at Uncle Sam. If the
Drs. Cummings ft Flagg, to whom we can
dare to do as they please he will sureeople
coutidently recommend the public, and we j
y apply the match ; and the people are just
take pleasure in referring t. them all that
* bout to take
the responsibility.
Then
would kuow more of this important
I
triumph
there is Jefferson Davis, Mr. Pierce’
gain,
of science and skill
Boston
Herald.
[
ahinet officer who m a rank seoeeder, and he

j'

--

j<

Gen. James W. Nye, has been nomi- 1 ontrolling one branch of the national delisted for Congress in the Seventh District: * vice. By this time the patients must be in
rant of food, and in a suitable frame of,
New York. He will be a hard one to
lind to enjoy it. We therefore leave them I
beat and what is better he deserves sacj the care of good nurses and under good
j
cess.

••

they repre- 14th inst., Bitrque “Hesperian11 60tJ
The 13 original States first ap- tons burthen.
lies, who have thus shamefully stultified peared, beautifully grouped on the stage
M c believe this
Barque is the finest
I am a man of common sense. I see what themselves and their fellow citizens of the ind recited a few
appropriatc,lines in con- specimen of "sailing craft’1 ever built
U is coming to, and let me tell you that polit- j free
States, now have the brazen faced1 tort—the other States then entered in
ical questions will have, in a very short time, j
on l nion river.
In materials, the very
I
to stand
to he settled, not by statesman in conclave, effrontery
up in open day light and
lie order in which they were admitted heat that could he
obtained were used :
but to be cut like the Gordian knot with the accuse other of changing thi ir principles, thus ■!
mu me
*
•
•
uiuii, eacu mining a snort ad- and the
<wnnl.
Now. fellow.citizens it i*
of every thing apconscientious and latriotic citizens, who
workmanship
impossible to make a speech on a political adhere to the
to which the 13
doctrines which their slunder- Ircss,
replied in concert, per'aining, challenges admiration and
question without going into that subject which |
is now the politics of the country.
We have ! ous accusers liave deserted, and to the States —last appeared Kansas;—wronged Kan- praise.
Master Summinsby may well
•
•
•
•
no politics but the nigger.
It and
people whose luost sacred interests, they ias, represented by a young lady robed he proud of this specimen of his handiw as fashionable once, in certain quarters, to |
i n black with a blue scarf, the color em- work, and the
ridicule that greatest man that our State ever ] hate SO shamefully betrayed !
owners of having built
produced, by substituting in the place of the | The incoutestable history of the country 1 dematic of Hope, on which was inscribed the best vessel in
Ellsworth.
word Calhoun, the word “crisis.” I tell you
proves every word here averted, and shows 'I will be free
in the name of Mr. Calhoun that a crisis is
’—pleading for admittance
that
the
Buchanan
slave
Baltimore Municipal Election. The
holding oligarchy , is a free State. The curtain then
coming, and it is upon us in the year 1856.—
•
•
•
•
drop- American
We have the issue upon us now, is a coalition of Isigus Democrats and
aj«>s- ' >ed mid great
majori'y for Mayor of Baltimore
The audience is
and how arc we to meet it ? 1 tell you, fel- tute
applause.
Whigs, wholly unworthy of the confireported at about 2, *50. The Council
low citizens, from the bottom of my heart, J
cere then entertained with some excelstands thus : First brauch, 13 American,
that the only mode w hich 1 think available dence of the American people, and that afent singing by a
for meeting it is just to tear the Constitution ter betraying their constituents,
quartette composed of and 7 democrats ; second branch tied.—
are
they
of the United States, trample it under foot, now
advocating the pretended right of South- iliss. Perry, Mrs. McDonald and Messrs, pie American majority last year was 2,and form a Southern confederacy, every State
on
to bring their slaves into Maine, and 1 -ord and Perry.
Congress, 303.
Some fine instrumen- 512,
erners,
af which will be a slavcholdingState.
(Loud
and prolonged cheers.) I believe it, as 1 stand stay here as long as they please, if
I al music
Miss. Hill and the Messrs. I
by
they
in the face of my Maker—I believe it on my choose to call it a
NEW
“visit,” still holding the 1 iarkcr varied the amusements of the'

\\ illard ot 5000. The Democrats claim
that they have elected a majority of the
Congressmen. The Republicans, however, still insist that they have carried
trict is elected

M. A. Adams
A. Kent
H. M. Smith
S. Chamber! ain
M. L. Orcutt
H. C. Adams
M. A. Royal
E. M. Hale
A. L. Maeom her
S. R. Black
A. F. Black
8. F. Lord
T. J. Moore
F. M. Dutton
A. J. Barker
A. F. Higbt
A. A. Edwards.

|
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1
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Fulton 250 Dcin. majority ; C ambria, same result. This deluded man, insane as he Vow 1 low-ol.:__1 V’_ \r
to say amen ! to the above declaration
ima,
-j-%MVJ
about 1300 ; Erie 2500 Union majority ; was, had method in his madness, for ho al- with each other in
the strength precision, of “Vox 1*0111111” the vniee nf the non.
Indiana 2000; Huntington 195.
ways seemed devotedly interested in accom- and earnestness of the language
employed to pie) of the South ? Will you too say,
G. A. Grow is re-elected by a larger
plishing the great business of his life, the express their deep convictions of the great
that, in the event of Fremont's election
vote than when he ran alone.
His masolving of what to him seemed a problem, (and tenihle evil of
and their inflexto the Presidency—this Union shall be
jority in Tioga county is from 2500 to the whereabouts of the Sun when below th< ible determination slavery,
to oppose them and for3000.
dissolved ? How can you say it, and not
horizon. It was the one idea of his life,
ever, its further extension. And all the emiA dcspat cli from well-informed parties
and the object of all his thoughts. So oui nent statesmen and
at the same time say, modern Demo
of
the
in Philadelphia, dated 8 o’clock, states
Jurists,
country,
hunker politicians, especially the grey head- had for hulf a
that it is certain the Republicans have
century held that slavery, liv- whigocrats consider the success of party
carried the State by from 2000 to 6000 ed ones, are possessed of a like hallucination, ing against all the general laws of (iod and paramount to the perpetuity of the
and have in their heads as singular a notion man could have no
majority.
legal existence, except by Union ? Is it uot a virtual declaration,
Later. 10 1-2 P. M. Reports are re- The idea of Raving the Union from impend- special, positive enactment, which existence
that, “if you don’t let ns rule, we’ll get
ceived from all but twelve counties, which ing destruction has taken possession of thcii ceased, the moment the
subject of it was mad and raise thunder and earthquakes,
a
Union majority of 4019. The minds and it will not out. With their n orngive
voluntarily taken hy the master beyond the and knock
counties to come in are
your old Union higher than
and their
Blair,

Adams,
ing hymns,
evening lullaby's it if
Butler, E.k, Forest, Fayette, Green, Jef- their ompanion ; and it does not depart from
ferson, Juniata, McKeon, Potter, Venan- them wherever
they may go, or whatever they
go and Warren. Last year they gave do- The
thought that the Union is in about
3000 fusion majority.
I
as much danger of being dissolved, as tin
The Fillmore and Republican head
world has of coining to an end, never sug[uarters are thronged,
Speeches and
to
and if it did, why
processions are the order of the evening. gested itself them ;
the Union is in danger for they were bom inThe excitement is immen-e.
12 o dock, Midnight.
The Demo- to the world to save it. This i* a kind of
crats are still confident, and claim
they insanity which should ho treated after the
have carried the State.
approved methods of the regular practice.—
Loir dirt and good air should be allowed ;
Ohio Election.
and all their whims nnd conceits humoredCincinnati, 15th.
S. S. Cox, the Democratic candidate These chronic and desperate r-ns** should l>c
for Congress in the 12th District is elec- treated alopathieally and systematically.—
ted by 300 majority in the Counties Let the black Republican nurses see to it
composing the District; last year by over that they are not crossed, or their opinions
1000 majority.
contradicted. When they insist that the
Further. In Hamilton county the Union is in danger of bursting up, and all
Republicans have gained 5300. Returns of their efforts are needed to avert <l»re a
from 45 counties show a Republican
calamity, let them admit it ; but point out
majority of from 25,000, to 30,000.
to the patients by whom it ia endangered.—
Five Democratic Congressmen arc
Pile on the agony, and multiply the causes
and
the
Democrats
are
probably elected,
of danger. Quote the wild ravings of the
9.
claiming
“mad-oap’’ Wise.
Repeat the terrible
Indiana Electionthreatenings of the irate Bully Brooks ; and
Iniiianafolis, Oct. 15.
The returns from the State come in read the following from a speech which he
has just made at Ninety-Six Depot. S. U.:—
slowly, but they indicate a majority for

••

triumph in November, the State Missouri,
legislatures of their States may be forth- Arkansas,
with convened in extraordinary session, Michigan,
“
to deliberate upon the proper measures Florida,
to be adopted in such an emergency.— Iowa,
On the happening of such an event, hon- Texas,
or and
interest alike demand that the Wisconsin,
••
South should forthwith withdraw from California,
all connection with the North, and estab- Kansas,
lish an independent confederacy. The
The Elections the
people are ripe for such a result. Thev
14th_The
will withdraw in peace and quiet if they returns so far (Oct.
16th.) indicate a
W ilmot Proviso was first introduced in Con- can, but in war and blood if
they must. Republican triumph in Pennsylvania
gress, which was soon after the annexation Nothing can hold them longer in such Ohio and
Indiana. The Democrats,
of Texas, up to 1S50, there was but one I an equal union, but object submission to
hy
and disgrace.
Governor Wise name) had a good time last night, over
sentiment and one voice in the free states
tyranny
re-;
lative to the evident, wicked design of the is the man to lead off in this precaution- a dispatch which was received from E. K.
South, to acquire new territories and extend ary movements, and I hope he will delay Smart Esq. giving to them Pennsylnot another day in
addressing himself to vania by 12000 majority. We the
slavery over them, nnd that sentiment and the task- Don't
upht
let us wait until we
that Voice, were determined and inflexible
while hearing them hurra, and
sre bound hand and foot
the enemy.
shout,
by
opposition to every such extension of what Wc should be
that they felt better than me did, but anprepared to formally dewas deemed a cruel harhnrism, a terrible inclare the Union dissolved forever, on tho ticipated a good time when the returns
dividual wrong, and a great social,
political 1th of Maich, 1857. A Black Republi- were all in. If further news
confirms
and moral evil, striking at tbe vituls of Re- can administration can
never be inaugwhat we have now, the
Republicans
will
To
such
publican liberty.
exten- »ted over the Southern States of this
prevent

na

We have known him to start off in the direction of “sunset,” and pureue his devious
and never ending journey for days, or until

are

can

has

I

2400 Opposition majority—five towns
to hear from will increase this 200 or
300 ; Bradford 4000. This report comes
via Easton and Philadelphia and is presumed to be correct. Franklin 125;
Somerset about 800 ; Alleghany, (one
district, Findlay, to be heard from,
l>..li_i. o

Let

swer
“Coxceht or action”—"The alarm- Ohio,
We arc sometimes nniazNl, and our cquning aspect of affairs renders it, in my Louisiana,
nimity ilisturbel by tbe cool and lying im- opinion, of the utmost importance, that Indiana.
pudence of a bogus Dcmcerat or an apostate some /Jan of concerted action should be Mississippi,
Whig, in accusing a fellow citizen, formerly forthwith agreed upon between the Gov- Illinois.
of one of the extinct parties, of
having ernors of all the Southern States, by Alabama,
because he which, in the event of a black Republi- Maine,
“changed his principles,"

PENNSYLVANIA ELECTION.

Philadelphia,

Changed ?

jt rcatment

Africans in

bondage, and thus outraging
fecelings of our jieople by
virtually introducing into their free State
the hateful Institution of Slavery !
the sentiments and

This wo understand, is the modern doctrine
of the Messrs. Wells, Clifford, Jarvis,

Wiswell and other !

Jones,

While the Rcpubli-

t

vening.

The curtain rising a second time dislosed the States arranged round a beau-I
* iful banner which was
presented in the

(

1 ame

of the

Republican

by

thy

Verily,

“Talents angel bright,
If wanting worth, are shining instruments
In false ambitions hand, to finish faults

Uluitrous,

and

give infamy

We understand about $125
1,
1 ■cted.
The following list of

were

JOHN

S.

PEARSON,
H AS opened a STOVE it TIN SHOP,
_

M

bTl°.wnil

found

at

tunes

with

where

so

good

ao

a* may
auortmeot

COOKING STOVES
“ we” *«r *>®»iwd for
w will Mil St lower

mla io this vieiaitj where
pricer than the anme quality
if Store, can be
bought in the Couaty. A »pleulid aeeortmeut of Parlor Store, of
variou. patlranklin anp Cylinder Store# for wood or
-oal.
Bo* and Air-tight with and without orenj.
tire Frame., Oven, Adi and Boiler
Mouth., Fire
log., in fact erery article found in a Ini eiara

Stov.aud Kitchen
larnuhing

col-

ware-room.

PUMPS.

names of
Iron and chain Pumps, (a little cheaper than thi
young ladios who successfully rep- heapest.)
r ■seated the States
Constantly on hand, and made to order Store
may prove acceptapipe.
le to some of our readers.
Tin ware which will he sold
cheap at can be
All kinds of tin and sheet-iron work done
y ew Hampshire, Miss. A. E. Whitmore i •ought.
n the best manner.
5 lassachusetts,
Purchasers of articles in my line, are Invited to
H. L. Jordan
all and examine price#. If any articles bought,
«
I hode Island,
T. T. Smith
re net what was recommended the
••
money will be
onnecticut,
D. M. Royal
efunded on return of the Same.
ew York,
I mean what I say. Call and tee.
L. E. Edwards
> ew
•<
JOHN & PEARSON.
A. S. Thomas
Jersey,
Ellsworth Oct. 17th 1856.
S8tl
••
p ennsylvania,
L. M. Smith
“
E eleware,
A. L. Austin
Justice.
»
\ laryland,
R. True
••
V trginia,
A LL persons sre hereby forbiden to
L. F. Jordan
*■
harbor or trust my wifa Prueilla T. Juntas,
••
H Carolina,
M. E. Buckley
, »he ha. left
my bod and board without any just
<■
G eorgia,
M. Uran
«
msojof provocation, a I shall pay so cebta of
V ermont,
.«
» •r
e. M. Kent
contracting attar this data.
••
K entucky,
UlONAKD JORDAN.
p. A. Barton
Marlarlle Oet. 14th 1*44.
t rose

renown

C. L.

Ellsworth,

IN BUSWORTH!

Ladies of Ells-

worth, to the Fremont Club by Miss. S.
1 1. Black, to which a
response was made

stand firm and consistently
upon the
old doctrines of the Declaration of
Indepen- l y A. F. Drink water. Esq.
dence, the Constitution of the Republic, and
Refreshments were served in another
the early decisions of every brauch of the
1 all. Lord's Hall was crowded on both
Government, which the very ground upon
which all parties at the North stood, united, 1 venings, and the whole affair
passed off
on this one great
question less than seren \ with the greatest
unanimity and apIt is thus proved
years ago
conclusively
that the Northern Coalition of bogus Demo- * lause reflecting great credit on all who
crats and anostute Whigs, are the
very turn f rejected and executed it. May we not
who hare eshandoned their
principles, and as- | ail it as one of the
sumed the cause of
cheering and enrecklcm
of the
slavery,
consequences to the free institutions reared c gaging “signs of the times," that
the sacrifice, valor, and patriotism of t iese
young ladies should so cheerfully
their Puritan Fathers! “O Shame where
11 nite to aid the cause of
is
blush!"
freedom ?
cans

STOVE STORE!

Oct. 13, 1856.

The Castine Jessies wide awake,
The Fremonters of Castine have raiaed
a
beautiful Flag Staff, ninety feet in

height, upon which they have hoisted a
beautiful Ensign, thirty three feet
by
twenty two,manufactured by some of the
public spirited ladies of the village, and

inscribed with the names of our Candidates, and the motto—“Liberty and
Union.” It swells to the breeze very
near the locality where some of our
Democratic friends hung out the British
Flag on the fourth of July, 1856.

^

■

...

Jw]|

St Italian Reward.

NEW

who will give in
IV ILL be paid to any person
If
formation of the person or persons wh >
at
trunks
Dodge's
Hotel, Bangui
broko open my

—OF

between the 22d and 26th of September, and tool
from them steel plate impressions and certified la
bels of “Murphy's Extract of European Y’arrow,
Albany, New Y’ork—with the apparent design o
using them on some spurious compound. Inforuia
tion may be lodged at this office.
The re want will also be paid for the detection o
the persons upon whom the plates and bills raai
THOMAS MURPHY’.
be found.
Bangor, Oct. 7, 1856.

Johnson

15

eleven othei

and 17

wan collector] by 8
Pettkvgu.i. A Co., Newspaper
Advertising
Agents, No. 1« 8tate Street, Boston, who are authorised by tbe publishers of the best and nwt
Iridel, circulated Newspapers throughowt the United
States and British Provinces, to take advertisements and subscriptions at tbe Uncurl rain.

CIDERMILLST
Apple Parers,

Kilby Steet,

BOSTON.

Board of
any other

a

••
4,
found necessary.

No. 1. Blackstone, 2 A 4 Fulton, and 2 Shoe and
Leather Sts., Boston, Importers and Dealers in

COMPANY.

To take inoasures to defend any actions that
may be pending against said company.
6, To act on any other tusinuss that may before said meeting
N. JOHN.SON k. 11 others.
Stuben Sept. 8, 1856.
5

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOSTON

MADAME DEMORESTS
Emporium of Paris, London and

DR. PHELPS’ TRUSSES.

STEAM
ENGINES.
Engine;
SALE,

The great number of radical eurea W>f Herni
within the last few jean, bj the aw of DR. J. H

ting

by

Rolling, Split-

trade,

nnd Crimping Machines, Ae. All articles in
line at the lowest prices for cash.

NEW YORE

cleanser of the

FASHIONS,

KriptitiS)

Pl»in tod richly hi—< Ml rind hn> Mod*
cl* f..r Led left” Children’! aad infhnta' Coat—!«.
in adranec of the pnblbbed mn&rt, and a* —ah
less price.
In addition to the advantages of aa extensive
assortment of Patterns of the Latest Styles as leal
from, particular attention is invited to the ease
and graceful fltting always attending Madame
Dcnorcrt’i Perfect System of Catting Dresses, aad
in adapting the Basque to the form, giving aa artintic effect never attained by any other method.

toting

Agricultural Warehouse

STORE.

GO.,

Mon. 9413 Commercial Stmt,
Foot of South Market Street,
Boston.
...

FOLSOM &

BOWKER,

BAGS,
Aim—SEAMLESS BAGS,of asuperior qual-

STATIONERY,

t'Mcers

CrayImplements fer Water
on, nr Pencil Drawing.

Dress Cutting taught in one lesson, for $2. M.
Mrs. ALLEN’S WORLD’S HAIR RE-

STORER

sale.
be i'arnl. j For
which

css

|

S C R CMP U L A
And other diseases which have baffle
the skill of our best physicians, oa
also be cured, so as to stay cured, by

Including Drawing Paper, London Board, Crayons
Pencils, Water Colors in Boxes or separate Cakes,
Moist Colors for Sketching from Nature.
MATERIALS EOR

Washington St., Boston.

238

kinds, Shafting,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

And Manufacturers of Leather.
UNITED STATES LIFE INSURANCE
Particular attention paid to getting up different
machines used
the
vis:

Directors.
officers that may be

powerful

SHOE FINDINGS.

3#3m

Secretary
•*

a

N’OtTRSS Sc

Brooks & Mecuen,

a

2,
3,

Is

SEED

warent to you Nathaniel Johnson TOYS and FANCY
GOODS by the case, well assordirecting you to call a meeting of said proprietors, I ted iu each case, from $10 to $12.i per case.
to meet at the School House near Theodore Beans
for SANDERSON A LAN ERG AN’S
Agent*
in Sullivan on Thursday 2.Id of Oct. next for the
Celebrated FIRE WORKS,
following objects, to wit vis
gy Orders from the country solicited.
1, To choose President.
to issue

wo

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR
one lo-bone horisontal
new ! PHELPS Spiral Spring Trustee,has given thei
skin, removing Tan, two 6-hone horisontal; one 5-hone upright,
the preference over nil others. His apparatus fo
and improved pattern. The above Engines are |
Sunburn, Freckles, Pimples and all
die correction ann cure of nil kinds of deformitlc
finished in a superior manner, and warranted to be ire used at the Massachusetts General Hospital
fituetis
ind are recommended bj the flrst Surgeons in E«
what they are represented.
Its cooling and refreshing properties render it
rope and America. For sale at the
an indispensable requisite for the toilet.
Saw Mills of all
Sign of the Guided Engle, 68 Tremont Street >
JOSEPH
A
BURNETT
Prepared only by
00., And every other description of Machinery mode to Boston.
1 Tremont Street, Boston.
order on reasonable terms.
Also, Johnson's ImMen
Note is the lime /of
PORTABLE
proved
EAGLE
avail themselves of tiie advantage of CONER
Shingle and Slave Sawing Machines, to
(JMMECRCIAL COLLEGE,13i> Washington 8l
Which will do more and better work than any other which has been in successful
operation In Bosto
er whatever.
J. B. JOHNSON,ton. ■ixteen
Tomato and Fruit Cans, Portable Grist Mills,
years, and attended by upwards of save
-ANDflorae Powers, Winnowing Mills, all kinds of Farm
No 96 Knetland St., (Steam Block,)Bos
a
thousand students,
large proportion of whoi a;
Near Worcester and Old Colony Depots.
Tools, Seeds and Guano, by
tiave also been furnished with good lew cloy men r
See Inst Anuu» 1
ss Book-keepers, Clerks, Ac.
PARKER/VVHITE & GANNETT,
A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
Catalogue, which can be had at the rooms, or b r
A
S3
HLACKSTOSE ST., Baalim.
47, M,
mail, free.
The following l.iet of Cunt*

IMPORTER

’proprietors of said Bridge have made application t<
we Hiram Emery, Rsq., one of thejustiees of ths
peaco within and for the said County requesting

BOSTON

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOSTON

M.

HOLDEN, CUTTERS, Co

Gree ling

and

—

7EOWS,

To Nathaniel Johnson of Sullivan
Hancock ss.
in said County one of the proprietors of the
Sullivan and Hancock Bridge corporation.

Nathaniel

8. M. PETTENGILL & CO.’S

BOSTON IUS1NRSS DIRECTORY,
SUBMITS B A L LISTEN,
—OR—
SEPTEMBER, 18.56.
Orient Waler,

FiicYcaais

State #f JIAiae.

Whereas

STOCK

It is not

thoroughly

a dye but a pleasant wash,
cleanses the hair, fastens the

roots, and prevents baldness, and surely restores it

to it*

original

!

eolar.

ASTHMA.
Upward*

of one
Asthma have been

I)r. R. GREENE,
j
Scientific Indian Physician, !

JONAS

thousand of the worst
relieved by using

WHITCOMB’S

eases

of

REMEDY.

No. 30 BromficUl Street, Boston.
! For Asthma.
In no ease of so purely Asthma tie
ity.
Consultations, in person or by letter, free < f character has it failed to give prompt relief, aad ia
Colors in Tubes, Powder Colors, PreComprising
oases
a
THOMAS E. MOSELY & C67,
133 COMMERCIAL ST., cor. of Richpermanent cure has been effected.—
many
Medicines sent to any part of the world
pared Canvas and Paper. Mill Boards, Panels, charge.
Branch Office, Phornii Building,".Button.
\o danger need be apprehended fmm its use. Am
Dr. B. Greene has recently discovered the
mond 8t.
and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Sketch
Importers,
Pallettes,
Emails,
Oils,
Brushes,
Varnish,
infant may take it with perfect safety.
(Rear of Cungrott Street.)
You are hereby required to notified and warn a
Blocks, etc.
Electro- :Vl eilicated Baths,
Numerous testimonials as to its cflcaey amp ha
DANIEL T. SMITH]
meeting of said proprietors according to law, to Capital and Accumulation, $325000
Which combine the solvent properties of certai
on application to the proprietors,
seen,
assemble at the School House aforesaid in SulliENGRAVINGS,
tho
effect
of
with
the
currents
<
f
k
JOSEPH BURNETT A 00.,
n
plants,
which,
JOHN RANK, Src'y
Wm4, In Line, Mcssotint, Lithography, ect.
Kagraver
van on the 23d of Oct.
inst. at ten o’clock P. M. JOSEPH B. COLLINS, Prra’f.
Comer of Summer and Hawley Streets, Designer
neutralise tho diseased mutter in tli p
41 Tramont St 9 Woatos.
electricity,
well
established and perfectly reliable Instituti4fl Court Street, cor. Tremont, Botton.
for the purposes as aforesaid and have you there
sale
at
For
blo*»d
und
tissues
and
it
from
the
expel
system.
For sale by Druggist* generally.
liilion, is now issuing policies upon the lives ol
THIS
Opposite C. F. Hovey A Co.,
BOSTON,
this warrant with your doings*lhereon.
All kinds of Book Illustrations, Views of BuildEach hath is prepared to suit the consti utio
hi
n
r
n
t tg v v
food
healthy persona on the Caxh system. at the lowest Have
Given under my hand and seal this 10th day rales of
constantly for sale every style of Boots and ings,
and disease of the patient, and so modicuted as t
premium ronsiatent with security, either with
Machinery, Landscapes, etc., Portraits, AniShoes of French and American manufacture,
of Oct. in tho year of our Lord one thousand ur without participation in profit*.
J. S. 0*210 *
NO. 7 TREMONT STREET. BOSTON.
act directly upon the disease. They are mot
mals, Societies’ Seals, Druggists' Label*.
Newsfor Ladies, Gentlemen, Misses and Childvigut
INVESTMENTS.
Heads drawn and engraved IN THE BEST
Manufacturers of
paper
pleasant to tho patient than the Electro Chimin I
ren.
One Price.
n-sL
-...1
_....i i.
c_
justice of the Peace.
This Company is restricted in the investment of iti
MANNER.
The proprietors of the Sullivan end Hancock Funds to Bmda and Morteases on incumbered Real
BU
KLEY
&
BAN
Lila,
Rheumatism,
Dropsy,
Neuralgia,
Paralysis
ami llui...l ..Pi._I
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHESBridge Corporation are hereby notified to meet at ft.
The B st Place in Boston to Buv Manufacturer*, Vpknlstera, and VYholeaaie and Rrtail Fits, Female Complaints, and almost every di* :
A statement »»l the present condition of lha Company
the time and place and for the purposes above
“We have found them of great service in allayDealer! m
L-ased condition of the human body.
rates of premium, table of Inesea already
paid, and all ing Bronchial Irritations, and in subduing HoarseVATHL. JOHNSON.
mentioned.
Books is at
r»9 CA USE WA Y ST., BOSTON.
other necessary in format ion respecting the subject o
Dr. Oreene still uses the Electro-Chemical Bat hi
Sullivan Oct. 10, 18.»6.
ness produced by Colds, and do our clerical brethrURXZTVRB.
l.il'e Insurance, can be obtained, on application to
is discovered by Prof. Vergnes, to extract Minei
Tables, Balls, Cloths, Cues, Cue Points, Cns Wax,
BURNHAM’S.
ren a real favor in calling their attention to them."
We are constantly mnnufactoring, and have now il Poisons, such as Mercury, Arsenic, Lead, Ac ,2 -;
OEO. H. ELLIOT A OO,
Maces, Bridges, Pockets, and Trimmings,
—Zion's Herald. “Wo commend them to the at- College, School and Library
band, a full assortment of rich and medium pric- Persons wishing to receive the benefit of thes '*
Furnishing on
constantly on hand.
general agents for the n. E. STATES
tention of Public Speaker*, Stnytrs, and others who
Mis*. C. L. Hill.
ed
Ruths
will
find
convenience
at
36
1
Rrooiuficl
every
SMALL SIZED TABLES MADE TO ORBoston. Sept. 38, 1856.
Rooms,
3m36
are troubled with affections of the Throat."—Chrisreturned in Ellsworth and offer* her service* ai
with full descriptio
Boston.
Circulars
DPR.
Street,
58 and 60 Cornhill, Boston,
Nos.
tum WnirAimin.
Drawing Room, Parlor and Chamber sent, free of charge, to any one enclosing apostag
“For Coughs, Asthma, Ac., we
HASteacher of Piano Forte Grateful tor paat patny your Books hero and you will be satisfied.
ronage *he hopes lo merit a share of it* cenlinuance
Furniture,
cheerfully hear testimony from personal knowledge
stamp.
RICIIAKDSOX & DEXTER.
to their efficacy."—Ballon's Pictorial.
BOYS’ CLOTHING HOUSE.
Of every description.
They are a
JOHN 1>. FOWLK A W
simple and elegant form for administering, in com[
Importers of
looking (ilaanea in great variety. Feather Bed* j
-OF—OF—
NEW TORS OITT.

our

Boots and

uiiiiuivu

am.

nuu

Ellsworth, Oct.

7, 1356.

Companies
K P
37-

arc

JOY.

Cotton and Wool Ingrains,
English Hemps,
All Wool Fines,
All Wool Extra
All Wool Sufiertines,
from

J

the Estate of Elia* I.
and in said County d eccaaccount of Adiuimairatioi
rd
upon -aid deceased* eala'e lor f‘r ilMto
Urderstl, that the said Administrator riA» notici
:her#of i<j all per*«u* interested, by causing a copy o
hi* order to be published three week* successively n
he K I*worth Americin printed in Ellsworth that the)
I
may apjieag at aPruiMte L‘ mri u» l>e hoi Jen at El lawort
of October next at ten ofihi
4>ii ike Sflh Wedae*d«y
Ivhew « n« if any they havt
.clock in the lure
*'by the same »i*uulj u»t Iv ,il O»-'l

copy —Altevt

!

a

V K K Y

Atteet

,\*tife

in

with

us

call will
TRIE.”

find

the above

However caused, ifthe ticking of a watch can
heard. Letters of enquiry, enclosing a postage
addressed to DR. BOA RDM AN,- No. 12
Remedies and
Suffolk Place, Boston, answered.
upi>aiatus sent by express.

GEORGE L. STEARNS,
Manufacturer of

Patent

To.,

GOLD LEAF, &c.,

Street, Boston.

Manufactured by JAMES P. TOLMAX,
16 HARVARD PI.ACK,
Opposite Old .South Church,.Boston.

h- rehy gives public notice to all conshe h«.« l*eenduly appointed and ha*
Administratrix of ttie
taken upon b. r-t-:I lbs r.f
Estate of Rufus South idle >>1 Du< s*;«nri m llie • '••unty
ol Hancock deceased by giv u,g bn.,.1 a* the U w dire. i*
•he It* rein re requests all |*ei-"tis who are indebted l.
'be thera»ed*s estate. I" m ike immediate payment am!
lilt
iInn*e who h»ve ,vy demands thereon, lo rxhi'i

I

LAND WARRANTS

HIPslBAll SMITH.

Ruckspurt ?*ept 17 1-56

1

Ellsworth Sept

3

Bought

at the

JOHN

E.

GILLEY,

M.

Corner of Post Office
Who also

procures them.

S. V. & CO.
STIMSON, VALENTINE

:

OVER P JORDAN.
3w*B

1856.

highest cash price, by

CONGRESS STREET,
Boston.
Avenue,

13

__

subacritver tierehv gives |»ui>l:c m-lice to all c-m,1 rented that be has been only appointed nod h
■»**eu upon bi'ii-xeil the irust of an AdmouStralor ol tin
Estate of > a mi 111-1 Ronsey Ule of El x*>r.h in the Conn
ty of Hancock deceased by giving hondus the ww di
I mi heref.ire request* ail per* mi* wli .ire indeht e«
re Is
to the said ilfonil'i estate, to make linmedinte pay
meul. ami tho«e who list* any demands thereon, t<
exhibit ilie u nc h*r settlement.

'I'HK

1

Pipe,

Boston.

cernrd.th.it

fr settlement.

Lead

Improved

SHEET LEAD and BLOCK TIN TH’E.
Also, dealer in PDr LEAD.
23 WATER ST.., opposite Simmons’ Block,

r|*HE sul"*cril«er

Mine

Troys, Cigar Cases,

etc.,

PORTABLE SPRING BED.

stamp,

3ti-2tu

X

Streets

Jewellers’

he

statement;

Sons &

Pray,

HUGHES,

Sntvanc* from Beach, Lincoln

Deafness Cured,,

yd

per aq

JOHN A.

CARNES.

Particular attention given to furnishing Hotels
and Private Dwellinge with rich custom-made goods
and we would respectfully invite those wishing to
purchase to call and examine our stock.
Our WARDROOMS are the largest in the city
comprising the large Halls over the Boston, Worcester and Western Railroad Passenger Station.

Varnish

At CO.,

1MIK

6

KINMONTH & CO.
Importers,

SILKS,

RIBBONS,
LA C ES,
DAMASK,
HOSIER Y,

ERS,
Washington St.,ItaywardBlock, Boston j Powder, Shot, Percussion Capa, Powder Flasks,
Shot Belts and
Leather Covered and

*

Gentlemen’s,
Youths’

and

The

CLOTHING,

HALL,

To be found in this

DAGUERREOTYPES.50c
DAGUERREOTYPES.7 c

r

DAGUERREOTYPES.$1 00
DAGUERREOTYPES.$1 25
DAGUERREOTYPES.$1 50
DAGUERREOTYPES.$1 75
DAGUERREOTYPES.$2 00
DAGUERREOTYPES.$2 50
DAGUERREOTY PES.• $3 00
DAGUERREOTYPES.$3 50
DAGUERREOTYPES.- $4 00
DAGUERREOTYPES.$4 50
DAGUERREOTYPES.$5 00

»

country, viz

safes,

I
A YD rp WARDS.
Locketn, including Pictures, from $2 to $ 12,
Chests :
I of superior quality.
Patent Powder and Burglar Proof Combinatin
BAXK and SAFE LOCKS, from $1*5 to $‘200
195 WASHINGTON STREET.
Patent Detector Combination LOCKS, with ei.jhf
million changes. Also, Mueller’s Patent Iiupreji

EXTENSIVE

;!

ASSORTMENT.
WASHINGTON STREET,

113

Persons in want of an
nable Combination Lock.
of the above, will find it for their interest to giv
us a call.

BOSTON'.

Edwards, Fernald &

J. W. L. BROWN ft CO.,

L

WATCHES,

Kershaw,

& JEWELRY,

SILVER WARE, PLATED GOODS.
-AND—

Lai* Kb WARDS. KLKNALD A «JO., 4* (Jomtrt? M.
ROUT KERSHAW 4* CO.. SD L'tunlesluwi. Si.

l7

and Beal Estate Broker,
SVDBIRY STREET,

Money

gy Our stock of White Goods and Under Clothing will be found the most complete in this coun-

KICIi

Boston.

FANCY

ARTICLES.

Purchaser* may always find at our Store a
j large stock of the heat qualities, newest styles, aud
! very lowest market prices.

y

j
I

pre-eminent

for corefi
New England stands as
investigation and jtist appreciation, as for invei
i
its
research
and
tion,
principle cit
discovery ;
I ranks
among the highest in the world in respei
to physicians, chemists and pharmaceutists ; an
whatever preparation can pass the ordeal aud ft
cure the patronage of its citizens, is thereby ?tain|
ed as meritorious aud effective.
|
Conceived and originally tested at the West, bi
;
perfected and first brought out at Boston, an
| coming into favor aud patronage there with a n
pidity and to an extent never before equalled L
any proprietary medicine ; [*see below] bavin
received the outspoken endorsement of the high<

j

KINMONTH Sr CO..
through
Washington
Straat,

New Goods, New Goods

j
*1

1

i

Young Hen,

Wanted, 300 Active

y i To act as local and travelling agents in a business
t
easy useful, and honorable, at a SALARY OP
1 *100 PER MONTH. A capital of &> only required.
No patent medicine or book business.
Full
particulars given, free to all who enclose a postage
A. J*.
t stamp or a three cent piece, and addles#
MA11TYN Plai.-tow, N. II.
t
J

Gray

Bald

Head* \» flare

i Direct frssi the Mnnifnctsrrn,

t

|

HRKSS 6001)8

»-

m.

aesm-w

—

SILKS!

;

::

SILKS !

immediately,
myself responsible

'RUBBER

BALM

CYTHERIA,

OF

SHAWLS.

N.

S.

DEARBORN,

EMPLOYMENT!!

Fancy Cards,

yard*

Tables,

Hats &.

Caps.

J. & J. E-

„V.S KS SfftfSVi? eSsfi

HOLT,

Trimmings,

Figures

«

CARPETINGS.

lioC.___*

;

Bucksport

Administrators’ Sale of Real L
fate.

Court of Pi
Ry virtue of licence from the
® bate for the County of.Hancock I shi >n
•ell at public auction on the premier*.
the revt r’
Thursday the 2Sd of Octoberofnext
Jonathan Nc r•ion of Dower of the Estate
in
wood late of Tremont deceased, situated
Tremont. in order to p-oduce the sum of thi ee
the
pa j.
hundred and twenty-five dollars for
ment of the debu and incideutialchnrgea.
Adm’r.
ATHERTON
BENJAMIN

3.w36

Wig Maker,

r,"i“."oTfic.hi'7.,:,V“'; ?u-»* i“A«f
lie Perl
ol
’■M-T^odillon
and
its

Help-

our

count,,

! Military

•

respectfully

ir

■

of a handaom,
form.ll whoareln -.04
FRONT
durable cheap, and ornamental
a homJ«on
hand
on
knap oorutantly
that
bannulen and w II
article of turn ad puata and
Pleat. mM aod esa
turn any pattern deairad.
.4
-.ore, at the W-M-*U.
*

'•

he'will

.pjr...

Elfnrorth Sept. 1, 18W.

3*‘

Goods,

Goods and Woolens,

Foreign and American Carpetings,
Embracing every artiole usually found in this deBOSTONpartment, and at the very lowest prices.

_!

277 Washington St., Boston.

GEO. LYON &

I VIC■A NT

CO.7

TAILSRS,

PURGATIVE
FILLS

physicians

Brumfield St.,

j

__

CHOICE FURNITURE.
UPHOLSTERY GOODS,;

Patent

Self-Acting Reclining

Chairs
Thera hit
Curtain Materials,
Met. I
Goods,
Comprising an extenjire and rioh anorlm.nl , The Gtftldealee mey be an at I
.A. XjAJD72T
pnelor.
now and dooirnbla ityloi, of the boot
178 WS
HIVO 0V STBB E
quality, an
I. A. SALMON,
Who oaa been cured of groat Nervous Debility,
able for Drawiag Roam., Librario. and Cham be
alter many yean of misery, deeireeto make known
Boston.
for mi. a! low prise., at th. Warwroomaofthan b"
Opposite Bromjuld Street,
dentist,
To whore ell erdera mot ee eddromd.
to all fellow sufferers the sure meaae of relief.—
Ws are new opening our new importation of Fall eriber,
And Manufacturer of
Bold ey oh dralora he aaBlil Q|
Address, enclosing stamp to pay return postage,
and Winter Goods, which we are prepared to make
176 WASHINGTON 8T„
If > Prte » OeatB pm Baa,
Man. MARY & DEWITT, BOSTON, Maas.,
MINERAL teeth in blocks
.*/
up to order at n Urge disconnt fr,n» former price#.
Bottom and the prsseriptioa will be seat free, by nest po«U
OHO. CtROOMR
Strati,
n Tin 1earn hr Sas Thllir
210
Military Cap* Made

s COURT ST.,

______

rpHK subscriber would

Regalia and Theatrical

Dry

generally.

and Domestic Fruit
CONFECTIONERY, TOBACCO,

J\o.

aTwTpOLLARD,

SUCCESS

DB. WM. B. HATSZH’S

Foreign

STREET,

promptly

MEN,

___________________

UNPARA

IIAUGHTON,SAWYER & Co.,

lie.

r

BOOLE,

Ventilating

Carpetings.

«Jr«.-

bring

WM.

by

Ala*

YOUNG

STEWART, Proprietor.

CARPETS. CLOCKS. FURNITURE.
Feathers and Upholstery.

J^BROTYPE,

fesj
fT

|

■

BROOKS,

...

\

Fifty Smart, Enteipruing

BOSTON^

24 School Street.

W. P. B.

Stripe

W A NTED.

:

LOWELL HOUSE,

Billiard

Foot Balls, &c.
CO.,
Rrntnfield

Embossed Note Pa*

J.

’•

Garments, sheetings,Toys,Combe,

Agreeable

DRESS SILKS.

GOODS,

varietiet,

Arnold's Globules and Vital Flui j

BOGLE,

Notice.
appoint!

EXNUOKTB «t OO..
WASHINGTON, tkruuyk
STREET, BOSTON.

\
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War ia Kaasas! !
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and
GERMAN
GOODS

IDIV'Sr

NEW BOOKS

Commissioners’

FRENCH,

j

»
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BRITISH,

COMPLAINTS.

FLUID,

HYPERION

J\9

SPiNAL

__

l|J
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j

CHEAP!

Katie*.

I'

[

All sizes, from $35 to $800—some of which are i
the form of Sideboards, Secretaries, etc., ctc.,higl
ly finished and ornaineuted, designed for Dwcllin ?
Houses and Churches
Bank Vaults, Doors tf- burglar Proof Sift

Hangings,

JAMES MANN. TAXIDERMIST,
PRESERVER OF BIRDS AND ANIMALS
and Dealer in American and Foreign Singing Birds,
Cages, Ac., has Removed to
No. ti City Hall Avenue, Niles’ Block,
Five doors from School Street, Boston, Mass.,

CASES,

1-2 WASHINGTON S T It ETC T,

Bolton.
j Third door North of Avon Place
I DAGUERREOTYPES.40c

llon>e,

SALAMANDER

REMO V A
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Fire aid Burglar Proof Srcaritir I

32 & 34 North Street, Boston.

AND

—AT—

Block.

the Reeerc

Where they would be happy to meet their forme
Mistomurs and the public.
Having made very ca
tensive additions and improvements to our forme
facilities for manufacturing, we shall now he ena
filed to fill all orders with despatch, and on th
n<»st reasonable terms. ON HAND, the lart/etiun
no*t complete Mock of

Whohsale aurl Retail.

NEW

BARTLETT'S PRICE LIST OF

....

Opposite

FALL & WINTER TRADE,

Paper

at retail.

or

iDAGUERREOTYPES IN

subscribers have removed t

Gore

OF EVERY DESIRABLE GRADE,
FOR

OAK

and

BEMOVAL.

Children’s

Little

Flies, Ac., bamboo and Cane Poles, by the thous-

Agents for Read Brothers* Titov Alk. Also, fo
the celebrated “QUAKER PIPES.”

Where he will be pleased to recieve the favors of
his friends and the public, and endeavor to merit a
continuance of their patronage.
The strictest attention given to favorite dead
l
Birds and Animals, as heretofore. Wheu sent from
106
106
jnis Ac.
the country, they will be carefully packed and
The c MidUloh* of suk murtgar* having
WASHINGTON KIMBALL.
Money to Loan on
of Natural History
1 hereby cUiiQ U» foreclosure tlie sain*
to B A safely forwarded. All subjects
Btreat,
3wJti
375
1856.
17
Boots
and
flocksport
Srpt.
PERRY.
.Silver
Watches,
and
ACGU>rUSB
! Piano-Fortes, Gold
j
prepared and mounted to order in a superior manBoatun.
10 Wintar
3*
.SiMivanOrt 6, |V«
ner.
.Shoes, Clothing and Jewelry, Furniture,
Also, constantly ou hand and for sale a beauS
Hardware. Guns and Pistols, Siltiful selection of Preserved Birds, neatly arranged
ver Ware, etc., etc.
in cases and glass shades, or singly on stands, suitand become the favorite of all, to
classes,
able for parlor ornament or private cabinets.
4 LI. person* are hereby f.ubi den U»‘num with «W»g
!
and gun*, on Long Islaud, Blue bill Bay ) a* 1 ai
Also, a general assortment of Wire and Tin Bird I Arnold’s Medico- hin.c al Discovery
er
th# >wn*r ol the most of said Island, and eballiakaa'
and Squirrel Cages, of New York and Boston man- lias been unanimously accorded the title of
i
CELEBRATED
lawful means to protect inysaif from las*, and to par
Spinal
BOGLES
Diseases, ufacturc; Fancy Pigeons and Fowles; Bird Need,
Of*A New Method of treating
1*h thove who shall destroy my propartjr. a* it ba* be*
THE BOSTON REMEDY.
a
ROBINSON lot* juat returned from Horton, a/x
Curvature of the Spine, and Spinal Weakness, with- Gold Fishes and Globes; Nests, Fountains, Bathing
•lone, by ktl.mg my sheep, and doing other damaee
is now opening a Urge assortment of Dry Goods
The causes of its success will now be made ev
out pain or suffering to the patient, however young U1*UL‘9, AC.
Will sportsmen lake aolice and govern themselves a<
Shoes
.Glass sud Crockery Ware, Bout* atwi
il*nt
it. plTi.i't4 rt>miln wlii<*li no inert* niodii'ii * !
provision*
on
bald
heads
Also from tha various
is
now
of
hair
CARTER
or
e a healthy crop
successfuly practiced by
N. B.—Instructions given in the art of presen ,
JOHN P
feeble,
cordmgly.
Among which may be lotm. I Will prodm
flats and Caps, Ac., Ac.
for cuibodyiug the suggestion
37*3
DR. J. A. WOOD.
in the shortest possible space of time; for dressSedgwick Oct l<56.
ing Birds and Animals, and preparing and collect- can accomplish ;
oue «f the moat desirable assuruueuts uf
An
the
German
children’s
or
Chemist, Liebig, (sec Liebig’s
and on
At his Office, No. 215 Washington Street,Boston,
ing Skins.
j ing the hair it is unrivalled, of
a good head of at his residenoe Marlboro' Hotel.
p. 264,) it is compounded so as
heads it lays the foundations
Constantly for sale, a large assortment of Birds’ rnal Chemistry, as
AT OUR USUAL LOW PRICES.
well us medicinally ; that is,
act chemically
50 cents, and 75 cents per
examined the Serpentine Spring Appara- and animals’ Artificial Eyes.
25
Price
hair.
cents,
Having
trust
in
or
.
4 LL person* are hereby forbid harboring
of
not
removes
Wood
the
treatment
in
J.
A.
only
impure matter from the systei
tus used by Dr.
bottle.
oV my wWe Prudence Grant, a* I -ball pay no del** « f
but so alters the character of the fluids as to r
Thibet* of all ahade*
lateral curvatures of the Spine, we recommend it
DANIEL GRANT.
ever brought to this market.
ter contracting after this dale.
BOGLE’S AMERICAN
3w36
Fra .klin Sept 13, 1*66.
vivify the system itself, thus while it purges ui
as efficient and comfortahle to the patient.
Lyoneaes. Poplin*. Eugenia. Arganime, Cashmere Plaid
275
to 8 Sr
Boston Common—Altha—Raising the Veil—
Ty I r/’TIJin
U A ID
TlVIi!
Maim Mohatr. Silk Warp Indiana, Saxony Plaids, D
HarProf.
M.
expels, it does not exhaust but tones ai
HENRY
J.
BIGELOW’.
D..
Surg.
XJ ns AJ
Walter March—Faca, and Army Memoir—Review strengthens
Basra, MadouaCloia*, Raw Silk Plaids, Delsiae*, PriuU j
; its medico-chemical actiou also re ,.10 WINTER
vard
I'nivewity.
a,.,I It.,,.'liana*.
of Pierce’■ Admiuistiation—Kate Stanton—Carrie ders its
I In warranted the eheapeet and moei effective artitiUO. HAYWABD, M. D., Ex-Prof. Surg. H»roperation painless ; it is these qualitic
! cle for dyeing hair a natural black or \>rown in the
Emerson-Ball’s Rambles-French’s Writing
joined to their pure and concentrated charactc
vurd ITniverxity.
persona indebted to the Subwcribei
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Books.
Published
30
$1,30
per
to
Non
Price
$1,00
eeuta,
by
world.
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account,
either by note
prior
(rendering them of all medicines the most co
WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D.
JAS. FRENCH & CO.,
Plain and Changatoe Fancy Silka, Mori Antique Silk*
c r
veuient and agreeable to take,) which has giv<
J. V. C. SMITH, M. I>., Mayor of Boatoo.
BOGLE S 1IEBEAIOXA, OH
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Beaton.
Weuhington Strut,
to
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I shall not hold
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Black
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to
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all grade*, from
Boston, July,
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consequence*.
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sufficient.**
••A word to the wise is
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In unequalled for eradicating Un and pimplce, and
For eale by the
ASA McALClSTER, M. D*
! beautifying the complexion.
contradistinction to that of a Nauseating Dr as I >':
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Ellsworth, bept. 17, ’56.
Cashmere. Silk Long and Square Waterloo. Pierce
Would respectfully invite the attention of Printers
Young Men, do you wish to make your fortunes ? Physio, aud constituting them
1
proprietor,
d'
shawl*.
Children*
ALFRED HALE A
and
Scotch
,|aje Bay Slate Kroptre
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Medicine Extan
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world.
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Draw
And Agente throughout
METROPOLITAN AGENCY OFFICE,
the human body that its peculiar actiou will n
Allied. Who* and Yellow Funnel., Mima and
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organic structure which its continued use will u
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Canes Wrought Collar* front ’4a ct*. to §3, Rich
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other
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than
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market,
this
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ever offered for sale
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ment la Boston.
lllanlieia, 4 | 4, Mrake
and French goili*. Woolen
To net u Agenta in railing New end ravjr nyeie
and Franc
which are of noted brands end very Rich.
Flannel* Cloaking Flannel*. Stncheit Linen
opposite LOWELL RAILROAD DEPOT. before deciding upon tho applicability of this rei
Bat little enpilnl needed, tad ana
and Mnalim
Shit Boaoine. Uwne. CM.k CamlKica
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free
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Apply
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hours. Terms $1 25 per day.
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Hair,
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oldest proprietary medicine dealers iu Boston.
An entire new .lock o f CaMii «• »d
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art.
Bogie’s Amole, Shaving Cream, Ac.
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PEOPLE.
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GARS, Ac.
Elleworlh, Sepl. 25,
Are now opening in connection with their extenall oth«r Pills in thoir epa—lM Mr Mi
Suspaseiiif
tho. c. woodman.
sive stock of
Nos. 3 and 5
ami efficacy, cleansing and removing the
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NATHAN WHITE,
morbid humors Mam tha
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H•storing to the Pei lent hie loat I
A large and elegant assortment of
Successors to Lrou A Powers,
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j

Katie*.
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Pouches,

,

EMBROIDERIES, HItchings & Dennett.
MUSLINS,
1ZNBNS.

COLT’S AND ALLEN S REVOLV-

!

*

—OF—

MERINOES,

Venetian Blinds, &c.
Shades Tainted to Order

Wicker bottles, Game Bags, Gun and Pistol Chief,
TOBACCO. SNUFF. CIGARS & FIFES !1 Ac.
A Albany
Gun materials, Double and single Gun Barrels,
Wines, Ale, Porter $• Chief. j Locks.
Stocks, Parts of Locks, Brass, Steel and
DANZE1 J. CARRUTH t! German Silver Mounting.
I
Agents for Allen & XYheelock's Rifle Barrels.
jI Nos. 49. 51 and 53 It arkstone Street Fishing Tackle, Jointed Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooke,

Jobbers and Retailers

GLOVES,
UNDER CLOTHING, &c.

JENKINS’
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GEORGE W. SIMMONS. PIPER & CO..

Manufacturers,

55 Broad street.

si
subseau»»r hereby gives pubhc null'*
concerned, that he lias been duly appointed and ha
takea npnu himself the trust of an Admininiralor of
| the folate «f AU*** KiuthaU laie of HuiW«|«#rt m tin
| ( aunty at Hao--<> k. deceased by giving Uuid as llie law
direct- ; he therefore
requests all prr*m* who ire in
drtyad to said dereasn>r« estate, to make inunediali
lief non, U
! payment, and those who have any denutuds
I exhibit lire same lof settlement
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H. Tucker's Patent.
FACTURRh It Y UNION SPRING
!0. Office, Nos 7 and 9 Gore Block
Street, vpjtosile Revere He use, Boat on.
ibove has been used, approved of, and,
; a known fault, is now for sale by 25
Srst class Firniture Dealers in Boston
toniend them to all in want of a Bed,
as combining more advantages than any other ever
offered to the public.
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BOSTON.

tended to.
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283 A 285 Washington

For re laser*.
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>aioa P
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ism tract
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4»..sr'* Uil— >m which Branlla Williams u->w resides
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»• k *o aslu give fifty rads ol (*n<
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Swan in HI**, end f.*r a more |mru. ulsr di*~nplMiw
crenCee may he Kid to hi* iNred together with the buili!

100

41 North Street.

W.

Manufacturers of
GUNS & FISHING TACKLE.
Window Shade?, Wire Screens <! No. 44
Washington St., Boston.

er.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in

"

Mattings, Stair

L O W

John II.

PARKER rCCK. Judge
WARREN KING K'-gist-r

^KirilKltKAN

a

“STHICTLT

3«*;t7

qf

BILLIARD FABLES)

and Mattre**e*. of all kinds, which wc will sell at
such prices as shall be satisfactory to the purchas-

Alto—TWINE and WEBBING.
W’arerooms, No. 149 Washington St., opposite the
NO 7. LIBERTY SQUARE...BOSTON. Old .South Church, Boston. Orders promptly at-

"

2.50

<$•

GEORGE

I'EARCE,

FOR SEWING MACHINES.
••

*•

Nos. 39

WHOLESALE,

Liirn, ftUti and Silk Tkread,

•*

§1 im
1,25
1.37
1.75

AT

and Dealers in

Importers

LARGEST AND MOST SELECT
New England, and purchaser* who uiay favot
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—

*'

••

•*

55
75

OCR STOCK OF CARPETS PURCHASED DIRECT
FROM THE ENGLISH A.VD AMERICAN MAN
UFACTURERS. WILL I*: FOUND THE

PA KK'EK Tf’CK. Judge
WAKKKN KING, Register
Jw.J7

esta'e of Everett Kewd-n late of Or land in •*»«
•Oiu ily. «iuC***rd, repieauki'ig that, the |*!fw»ii*l e*'*t«
i•’ sml deceased i« nut sntf'oic.it lu pay (lie just cl.da.
which he owed ai .He lo.it* *1 nn death by |ir imn 01
ninety five dolltc* and praying f«*c « b oi# u> *eil ami
•Convey *u iituc u ut the real estate ol *at«t *JeCcased *
vujr >»e iiecese r.y hr t«tej*a>u:rul til said denis a.jJ in
ciif tsl.ll < barge•
i» »tir* thereof to
Ordered, l lsal 'be perumer
<*.« hr\r* of said •!#«'eased and /«* a*; |*ex**«i.# mlefsilec!
,».i said ;e«xai*
tiy rsesiug * copy uf this order tube
t>ubliaaed in th* Kilvwnrih AiiM-rtCan pruned ns Ells
-it ee
worth, in said I.'uuoiy
*x.ror**i*«-ly, that
■•,*
at KUsworti
t,. iH- fcdJ
they jppe«r at a Probate
n said
County, vu th# fifth VJ ednr-day of Of lo lie
,i.;Xl. at lew of th'? cluck in th- forrMowii. and she*
if a iy t i-y war*
» is.!
way It* prayer .U said pen
A.m should ink be {ranged.

*py

to

RUSslf

yard,

carpets, Feltings, Boxings,
Rugs. Mats, Ac-, all at

Court

A true c

62
75
§1.00

Straw and Cocoa

«»f Probate hidden at Huck«por1
within and for the County of Hancock, or
the 3d Wednesday of Si*j>t,# in the >ear o:
our Lord eighteen hundred ami tilty six.
the protiuu of K J' Osgood administrator of thf

At

••

English Supertiee*.
English Tapestry Brussells,
1.12
English Brusa-lis.
English Velvet Tapestries, 1.2.5
Medillions, Touruays and
2 00
Wilton*.
Painted Carpets from yd
to 8 yda wide,
33
'•

ILLMAN CRANE Ailmr. of

Hutching* late ot Ur
-ha*ing pre*etit**d hi*

25c.is per
33
*'
45

BOYS’CLOTHING

Bronchial

sales, vi«:

for fall

Court of

tru

earnestly invited to give ther special attention
followiug list of prices of

CARPETS

l’tobaic holdi-n at Buckspori
within and for the County of llanco.k, on
the third Wednesday of September A. 1)
1*56.

A

affections."—Dr. O. F. Biyelow.
Containing no opium or deleterious drugs, these
Lozenges can ho used freely by Public Speakers
und Vocalists, for clearing and giving strength to
the voice.
JOHN I. BROWN A SON, Boston.
Sold by all Druggists in the United States.
of

to the

Katie*.

(1f

bination, several medicinal substances, held in
general esteem among physicians in the treatment

CARPETS

in

subscriber having no further live for the ram#
will, upon reasonable term*, sell hi* Hnr*e, Wagor
X
haineva. team-wagon and sleigh, all together or ae|>erate
Any one wishing lor any of th»
ly. as are desirable
above, can have the opportunity of examining the mho
and purchasing it suited, by ratlins; ujmn the sutwcri
her.
EhMCNU HIGGINS.
37m3
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LET US REASON TOGETHER.

18.000 31 aj

HUuaerth, Maine.
Mtf

Half
CORNER

..y Connected nith the above House is an
cellent UVEUY 61 ABLE. Coached always
a.t-noanee tor the accomodation of travelers.

ex-

WIIY ARE WE SICK !

& COUNSELLOR AT LAW
Ellsworth, Maine.

y

Oflioo

21

Austin A Chute’s S*tore.

over

KOBLYSOV,

TU(MIAS

LAW,

State St.

on

OiTice in Tisdale’s

5y

Block,

LAW,

DYSPEPSIA

State St.

on

22

LOW EI,L,

lllUtI.ES

These famous Pills are expressly combined to operate
the stomach, the liver, the kidneys, the lun™». the
km. and the howela. correct in ir any dcra.igemeni tn then
unctions, purifying the blood, ttic very fountain of lile.
uid thus curing diseases in ail iis forme.
hi

AND

LIVER
PLAINT.

—

hOWINLL grtves prompt and vigorous at-:
i n to the various duties of his profession, GEN ERAL DEBILITY, ILL HEALTH
and \u noted lor his success in the Collection of
Many ot the most despotic tiovernmeut have opened
and the Compromise and adjustment of dis-1 [heir Custom Meuse* l>> ibe introductmn of these Pill
that they may hecoms the invite hie of ih« masses.
vi’t.d *nd desperate remands.
l.i Ufcurlk,. January .1,1656.
60tf
remedy evar known lor persons of delicate health, ol
where the
bus l**en impaired, as its invigorating
properties never lull to afford relief.

MR.

tout

SANGER, n.

V. V.

FEMALE COMPLAINTS.

extensive

£ii\

*

i*7 uTuardhc,

tl.

Residence,.Ellsworth

A®'lima,
and Gravel
Influenza

IJnusr.

Stone

ivbility

UEfKRENCBS.

McRuer, M. D., Bangor

Dnnglisow,

Jeffers*

D., Surgeon

to

; Frof. Rob ley
-i Med. Col. ; Joseph Ban coast,
the Poun. Hospital. 47tf.

.1

*** Sold

Manufactories of Prof. Holloway, 90
I .a ne. New York ai.d 224 Mrand I.nodon. by .it!
re>jv*.-iab|e Druggists and Dealer* in IMmhcirul thronch
•nt fhe C .I’ d Males, and the civilized world, at 2;> cis.
dd
in-,.! £1 per box
>13“ Theie i» a considerable saving by taking t.ie lars
at the

Ml!

r.

G.

DUNN,

PRACTICAL

••r s> zee

11

N

Di

r«

reel ions loi the guidance
ifixed to each box

ar«

of patients in every
inari2 2lyS

workmanship,

count itute* their
ortmeut bv
far the largest ever
fTered hv them toe he pub c"
Among their etu. k ui.iy be found a Ur/aud exto«
sive assortment of

English, French and German
CLOTHS,

VESTINGS
Cor *l«tlng of S'lffc-*. Satin*. (Irena Mnea, Cashmeres anti
Marseilles, ol all styles ami colors.
Together with
a
complete assortment of

FALL AND AVIXTFR CLOTHING!
of the most ftshionnble styles.
Among whuh

he found

itiay

DRESS, FROCK,

man

fr.on varinu* pialrtie* «*f
amt American Hroadctoihs.

Black and

Fancy

on

hand

a

handsome

S. &■ II.

A large assortment of Buys style of
to make lip.
A large
REMEDY which has been before the public
forutaiiy years, ami used with the most complete success by all classes of people, old and young,
licit and poor.
A remedy used and prescribed for by Physicians, and pronounced by all who have used it,
either

\

j

Boston.

Internally

GREENLEAF A BROWN, Agents.

or

Externally,

assortment

Furnishing

JOHN SAWYER Ac CO., 123 Washington Stmt, Vos
tun. Importers and dealers in Class Piales, Paj»er, Cases, Frames. Lockets. Pure Chemicals, Collodion, Yar
Orders prompt It
B inks on the Art
nihe-s,
.ittenned tv.

goodi

KMiBAVl.MfiS.
English, French. Herman arid Italian. Ancient
Modem, in Lite and Mezzotint. Wholes,tie and Rttn,.'
Aca4<‘U>tgs and leathers rupplied with Encravna's .m
mat ere. Is for the RRECtAN 4- A v riQ/'E J‘A1\T
J.“K WliJUl.V Pniitauifar
/.VO. on Hie best terms.
No. lb Fremont S’reet, opposite the Museum.

a*..'

of

Goods.

White Shirt* Bosom*, ('"Mar*, Stork*. Cravat* Srarl
Pocket Hdk’fs. Under Shirt*. Drawer*. Hosiery Suspenders, Black. A' hit*. and Fancy Kid Gloves;

Silk,

Lisle

Thread,

ami

ALFRED A. CHILDS At CO.. Xo. ll» Trenton! Street
TIo sten. Manufacturer of VI' ’Tl 'RE THAMES, nr
lit nieu
| and plain, of every v.i»v*,y
Al»n, lb'a'era
in Lands'
and F.iMcy Painting
For
Mirers, Ac
ilishcil Oil tile best lei ms.

various other

s.y’.cs of

ei

GLOVER.
Together

with

a

large

a«nrt nei)t

NEW STORE 1
—

The
an*iU
of

undersigned
mw

Arrivals!

has

opening

just returned from Bostor
largo and woll selected stuci

a

The

favorable notices we have receiver
from the Press, and the constantly
increasing
demand for the article, bear proof of its

AN1)-

Latest

DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES,
Purchased expreesly for this market, and witl
special roferance to the wants of customer? in thi:
vicinity. His stock is suited to the tests and want
of every class of community, and having been pur
chased to SELL, n*>t to KEEP, he is confident tha
bo can offer such inducements to purchasers a
aro
seldom found
in this part of the state
Among his stock may be found the following
which comprises but a small part it vi* :

of

THE HIGHEST RESPECTABILITY

MSWaOOBS!
«

cure

of

SaJdler’s and

HtfTV.l. M’Mlf! -\ w ?i|>**•:Ti•.cr the most de.vFmb'
Hotel and H-mUie! Ur.-'nMl-’r Wire over otT
«t e
in 'his my.
rtie-- g
wore ina le ex
pressly tyr the nude'-gned by oouw nf hn :-1
inanuiarturers in Eifr"|»e.
lm|Mirtei1 by C E WFHHI.N,

many

WONDERFUL HEALING AND

I PAIN-DESTROYING

I

PROPERTIES

Be sure snd get the genuine, which has the word
••Dyer’s Healing Embrocation," blown in th.
bottle and the fac similie of the Proprietor’s pig
nature on the outside wrapper.

-A.. H. FIELD,
(Successor

to the late C.

Dyer, Jr..)

Proprieto

solo

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Sold in Ellsworth by C. G. Peck,—in Machia
by E. Ijongt'ellow, and in Portland by H. 11. Hay
State Agent.
epbm‘22.

FRENCH ENGLISH AND AMERICAN GOOD:

MTA* «APS, BOOTS AND SHOE?,
WXfiDGDS AND GROCERIES,
FARMING
TOOLS,
CROCKERY,
Ac., Ac.

THE TO BE MARRIED

All tha above will bo sold for cash, or in exchange
rPHE subscriber would
for Country Produce, such as Fresh Meat, Butte
and Eggs, and every thing usually exchanged ii 1 M notify all such and the “Rest of
which be will attow the higher ! that he has removed his

paticularl]
Mankind,*

thirtarhetjlor
‘market
price:

Store

on

Robinson a,

Ellsworth,

FURNITURE

Mein Street, next door West of Alber
JOSHUA R. JORDAN.

may 2 1856

|

NEW WATCHES,

!

Z.

SMITH,

FEATHERS. BHDSTEADB, Ac. ; and
t« do all kinds of CABINET and
WORK.

is

prepare)
TURN El

W. W. ROGERS.

Ellsworth, July 15th, 1856.

25tf

AT his Store in the Granite Block
just opened a fine assortment of the abort
which arc Gold aud. Silver, Aucri

frt;4cA
English’'and

Ready Jlade Coffin*)

among

an,

Swiss Patent

Lever

Watches—

fitMTiftanUtl do., alao V erge do.,also low priced.
Over one hundred differant patterns of Gold Bo
»om pins, Ear and finger ring#, a large aaeortmen
wntireiy new patterns, some in sets,—GoU
Gaaina, Various patterns of Gold Keys.Seals.kekete
Slides, .Snaps, pencils, pons, and

SPECTACLESGold, Silver, Silver plated. Steel fie. Soarranp
ed as to suit all ages, also regulate near sight*
Silver Spoons, Fruit aud Butter Knives, Thimble*
p#a holders, fie.

^

fltsONSTAXTLY
20tf
15

cftrd^JMiehra,

Buffalo horn Combe, Rub

b«r Shell do. fie.

T* MV SICA LIS STRl' MEN IF.
Gaiters, fiepordions, Violin#, Flutes, Fifes
Fegflew, 4c. ANo tuning forks end pitch pipei
FeueyGeods ami Toy*, too mttneroos to mentioo. I
2Jtf
Ellsworth, July 3rd, 1856.

rr

IilFOIiTERo AND DEALERS IN

BEST

JUm,

East end of the
^

_

REFINED

ENGLISH, SWEEDES

AND NORWAY

BAR IRON,
Swedes and Norway Shapes and
Rods. Angle, Sheet and Plate
Iron; Hoop, Band and Spike

Iron; Axles, Spring Steel,
Spikes, &c.

No.

SHIP SIGN AND ORNAMENTAL
OP-AJETSTTZEIt.

hand anil for safe \a
\V. W. ROGERS.

GAY, M ANSON & CO.,

ROGERS CUTLERY,
fie.

on

32 Fulton Sreet, Comer of Crow Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
F. E
N. G.

GAY,

i

HANSON, {

J
Ij-T ?

C. II.
R. 0.

GAY,
FULLER.

Bridge.

GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING AND
Store to Let.
TAP BRING.
_T
rPHE large and convenient Store in
in
Kaocatort
tbc
best
u
■*
style.
Lord’s building opposite the Ellsworth House,
Partlcdlw ettetlUwspmd to Graining; Var- on Main
street,recently occupied by W. W. Rogers
aud Kuam
;

•Img

Ornamenting

CABINS
Sjftfty CMUMI

AND PARLORS.

furniture ware-house, wil be lot on reasonable
J. S. LORD.
terms, Apply to the subscriber.
25if
Ellsworth, July XOtii. Itt56.

PAINTING,

rmnrrti-1 aad Water float Gilding.
Looking Glssstyaaf ianat r ram as Be-AiMed
a MON PAINTING
•V
at every Igeeriptton done on reaaonable terms
•tf
I JEAZIBB

i

micM,

A LkfWWiwWiM W%b aubacri.
oef tr.
to maae Immediate
requested

pajJOHN U. ALLEN,
ntaworth Sept. 1st, 1856.

ment

Hanovjtr a^d

Marshall at

To the

OUK CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

Boston.

Public.

HUDSON’S AS1 ERICAN S.VI.VK AND
BURN OINTMENT, »l.Wh l» ■aiainc *
much celebration lor the cure of Hunt*. Scalds,
Cuts, Bruises,‘“'ore I.ips and Eyelids, Chapped
Hands and- Arms, Sere Nipples, Disease*-of
the Skin, Jnllarafuation, Pile-', Salt Khcum.
Sores on Children, Chafes, Boils, &e.; and
is good in all ease,} where an outward nppli;Our Molto—“Small profits and quic i cation is needed. For the truth of which we
oiler you the following statement:
Sales.
••We/the undersigned, knowing the above
Ointment, and having been acquainted with
the Proprietor for many years, can commend
his statements to the full reliance of all whom
it
F. Barstow,
LI. outstanding accounts MUST b 1*. may concern.—Signed: Benj.
Caleb
M., Mattapoisett; Lorirtg
settled immediately or they will b King ; Samuel Starter ant, Jr.,Meigs;
Treasurer, of
left for collection.
Rochester/*
Is sold, wholesale and retail, by Jos. HudS. PADELFORD &C0.
Orson, sole proprietor, Mattapoisett, Mass.
I3tf
Sept. 26, 1S50.

Last Call.

LIGHT! LIGHT! LIGHT!
GAS FIXTURES, of the moat desirable paiterna
Chandelier*. Brackets, Pendant*. Ac., with every dea
< rlptn n of Lamp*, manufacii -red and lor sale cheap
I 1*«>. Burning Fluid ami f.amphene, at the
lowest
1 ice*
SMITH A TAKRKLL. 19 Waahingtnn St., Bouton.
■

—

I

*

0 D. ASHLEY,

*■

STOCK AND NOTE BROKER,
FFJCE. No*. o 4* 6 PIKES!X BUILDING,
(Rear of *i‘J State Street, Boston),
lock* bought and Sdd on Commission
\o.ps negotiated. Prompt attention given to orders hv mail

J HSEASES SUCCESSFULLY

T^REATl

ED,

public

J
hysi-|

by

•tjfl’amphlef*

j

\o. 8ft 4* *7 Court Street. Constantly on ban !, ill*
hut ICE UI’.KAJI I'l.r.M a.1.1 FANlVcAKK* A,-.
Tiii.- <irnamenis of every ilr*criptMii aupplied
at the *lK*rt«*»t ii'Wtrc.

&>'

PIANOS A- MELODKONS TO LET
$4,00 to $10.00 per quarter,
with a deduction of the rent in case of purchase within
ue year.
OLIVER PIT?ON. 113 Washington "t.. Boston.
A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF

Implement*

k>r

Water Color, Crayon,

or

Pencil Draw-

ing,

l.ou*l>»n Board. Crayon* Penor i.tpamie cakes. Moist

including Drawing Paper
cils Water • '•*! *r* in
Color.* Ibr sketching
-MATKKIAL8

OIL

lr

o

Nature.

T >11-

PAINTING,

con»pri*iei: Colors InTnV* Prepare! Car.*** and Paper
Mill Board*. Pane!* Brush***. PCfi'.cs. Kaaele,
Vare.isU.

Oils

O

v*ch B

! Sk

'<

k«

Ac.

E x g n a v 1 n g s,
I..to* Mezzotint l.ilh tgraphy \e.
I* (XlfroS1!! 7 l'r**m*»nt M., B »*'

in

for ills

It

N

Important

notice.

r.lt CHI LSC>N hat just t c-mpletrd
!
and patented in America, Kn gland
France, his new invention—the “CONK
l UKNAt 11—umla* < the special attenti' n
of those ..In>tit erecting «»r remodelling buildings, a* well a* dealers in Hot Air, Steam, or
Hot Water Furnaces and all intorr-ted in
Steam Bower to carefully examine thi* invention, which entirely enanof.s the piuncii li
and CHARACTER of lloT Allt Ft RRACr.S, Dl’.<i All 1).N

VF.I.Ol'lNG

ANOTHER

AND

A

MIW

1HINCIPI.I

and obviating all former objections to their
use.
The practical operation of a number ol
these Furnaces, erected during the past win
ter, points out a new discovery in science by
w hich
the most wonderful economy in fuel
.'inn uccu auHiiLcu,

(ie;iri)

so.

II

('nation.—Ti. i* is an age of new thing" ;
Ik not
among much good there is much humbug.
over-ansi.>us to be experimented on.
For ten years
I have found my medicines to be safe and efficacious. and the public may rely that they will do
wlmt is promised for them.
I \Varrnit n Cn?> iu all curable cases.
If a
s**n gives iuy remedies a fair trial without reeievthe
ben
and
is
afterwards cured by
ing
At,
promised
some other
physician, I will refund all the m«>ne) j

C. G. PECK,
Has recently received a new I t o
FRESH BUniS, MK BTC INKS, PEK
FI MERY Ac., and now has on hand
the largest and best selected Stock of
MEDICINES ever offered in this vil-

per-1

lage. and are warranted to be fresh and new. and
me.
a
general assortment of
A full description of my medicines, arul many m* humbug. He keeps
with
certificates of remarkable cures, together with! Medicines used by physiciau*, together
PATENT AN D THOMSON IA N MEDICINE?,
much uscfnl informali--n, can bo had by applying
at my office.
My book scut by mail on the rc- \ WASHING AND BURNING FLUID,
ceipt of a postage stamp.
Spirit.* Turpentine, Jaj an.*.W'hite Lend, Sperm OiD
The following is my advorti.-ing card :—
wd.r*. Sap. Dye Stuffs, Win"
h- lb "l’KAK. 1N l»I \N DOCTOR, so much cel- Candle.*, Washing p*
d..w tilass from 7.V* t* '2h.\'2*. Tiu*scs, Supportt-rs.
ebrated for his remarkable cures, may be consult-;
of
ail
kin*l**,
Citron, Currants, liaising,
«'d at his office. No. 1- Km-eland street, from * A. Spices
Irish Mon*, Pickles, Nut-. ConfectionM. to 2 I*. 31.. upon all diseases and conditions of; Tamarinds,
ary, Fruits Ac., Ac., which arc a few of the articles
the human system, free of charge.
that comprise bis Stock. Among the many p»»puAs usunl, Dr. Spear gives -j»eciul Attention
ehr.mie forms of disease, Hum rs in the M1 >vspepsia, Consumption, Skin dis.a---, 1
rinary
difficulties. abnoruvu! .••odition of thu
may be found the cel-brat* d
Fivor and lb art ; lUicuaiaf;*m ; all femab.\r/:MCA\ vr.s/vt.vf; li\imj:m\
eases, especially I’r.-lapu-s l ten, and unnatural
T-wnsend's, Morse's, Wuricn's, Kclleyes ai.d
and dcldlitic.-.
suppression*, weakne.Dr. Spear i.- now being \i>ited bv "tie thousand Shakers' Syrup aud Sarsaj-ariHn ; Weaver's Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup; Arnold’s Vital
Fluid,
pati.-uLs every month, --me t whom tr.ml hundreds of miles to cm ■.suit him and to obtain hi- Atwood’s Ext. Dandelion, Brant's Purifying Extract, Bull's .".usapaiiiia (John), Hay's Id d
medicines.
Dr. Spear will wnrrent a cure in every curable Purifier, Ureeu's Indian Panacea, Hay's Humor
cn.-e.
After giving 1 i* remedies a fair trial if a Svrup, Hampton's Vegetable Tincture, aeure cure,
Kennedy's Medical Discovery. M* »se s Syrup Yel! cure is not effected, he will pay any ther
low Bock, OrdwayV Hun
Discovery. Peruvian
| ciuti who will effect a cure, his bill, n< t exceeding Sv
>lmi.
rup, Iladwiiv'x iic.»* lv» nt, Rhodes’ Fever and
!'• rsoiis nt a distance can consult him by j
Sands'
Cure,
Agure
Sarsaparilla, Shaker N»?a! letter, cucb-sing a stamp t<» pay the postage.
;.AitlIn, Townsend's Sarsaparilla, Old Dr Jacob’s,
£. D. SPDAR Indian Doctor,
MeMunn'ii Elixir
f O] mm,
W m-l-w 1
Mrs.
No. 1h Kite-land Street, Jioutou, Mu.-j.
S-'othing Syrup, Shaker Extruet Valerian, Wilson'- Neuropathic Dr- p*.
Dr. Abbott.- Hitters, Peck's Jaundice Bitten
va rxish ;
i'.i nxisH <
and Fife's Indian Veritable Bitters. Atwoods PhysiTim subscribers would cull the special no.! cal, Brown’s
Sfir-npnrilla and Tomato, Clark’s
ttee of Railroad ('ah, Ommiu s ni.d
Sherry Wine, one nu-l two
Bangley's It- t and
Bi ii.ukks, ami I’iano For: manufacturers, to Herb Bitters and almost
every other kind in utfc.
: the fact tl.at wr j
Balm
(f
second
Thousand
Fl v»eis, Cold Cream. Flesh
advantage*to;
i'.o other establishment f« r the manufacture td
Ball*. Liquid Bunge, Ac., Ac. Ayer’s Civ try
lV-t-ral. Allen* Cough Ixiicngcc, Brant's PulWe lmvt rugagti! with u> Mr. J*»hn Bab- monary Balsum, Clarke's C. ugh Svrup, Bachelors

paid

to!
od,j
Kidney-.'

PATENT

MEDICINES,

>

phyvi-:

<

1

>

Coach!

»

fpcx, an Npvriem'ffl Varnish Maker,
Newark, N.
wliti.-e reputation among

m'm):>*irat'

that the waste heat lost from chimneys 1*
enough to warm every dwelling in the «it\.
14v this invention the heat formerly lost i*
made to warm the house.
This discovery—simple in itself—is the daily wonder of those who witness it* results, and
it becomes a matter of surprise, that a plan at
once so simple and practical in its operation,
ftroet, Boston, will be attended to. trice ‘Jo should thus fur have entirely escaped the
cents per box.
Tlie usual discount made to lice of scientific men. We believe to* one who
venders.
investigates this principle will be l*ahlo to u*e
afuniace constructed on any o»A‘T principle,
and we invite all who would witness its opornJohn P.
tion to cal’ at the store of
Manufauturer and Dealer in
cniLso.N, bond) & co.
Nos. 90 & 100 Blackstone street, Boston.

ZF’RiF'SH
DRUGS and ntlDZCNES.

from
cus-

fI

..»

11

kinds ;

II,/.. l.

Barney's

ii

Mu.-k

i».

,.ii

Cologne, Barney's Shaving
Water ; Ayer’s Su>»ar

Bream, Barney's Verbena

i> sulllcient guaranty iur
theiuperionty Coated 1'iJls, Brad nth's Bills, Wright’s Indian
vrtrni'hes.
Vegetable ; < urt Blast* r Ac., Ac. ; Dutcher*
as
are
ordered
in
secure packput up
hey
I*ead Shot f<r Bed Bug*. Prof. Mohr’s German
■! “r tin.
.\o charge for barrel*— f
age* ol v
ly Paper ; Salve* and Ointments of nearly veiy
other packages subject to charge.
kind; and every other article u-ually kept in
Hthot and prompt attention given to ail or- •uoh a Store.
4tf
der*.
For sale on favorable tenns, bbl* I MIT \MOSES
1TON IN (.I.I.tll COACH BODY \ \ KNIs 11; ELA.>'fiG COACH do.: IMTERIAl. do. do.; No*. 1 \ 2 C()\CH or t Alb
Subscriber has taken a Shop a
U1AGE do ; EXTRA I’OLISHIXG do. for
ii i'h cuu
in
iuu
waere
in>
unugc,
Pianos, .Vc.; No. I Polishing do ; Flowing do.;
ELLSWORTH, ME.
Messrs. Joy once carried on the business, where h
Coar-h Picture do.; EX IK A EIGHT FT Rwill attend to the calls of all who muy want
NM THE do., for CHAMBER SKIS; N s.
1 & 2 Furniture do ; Uaid White
GUNS. & GUN MATERIALS OF EVERY
Flowing,
do., for Walls or Eight Marbling; I>an.ar*
Boston
Booms,
VARIETY.
done in a neat and commodious manner. A shan
d •; superior Black Enamel do., for
|
Carriage
of custom is solicited.
K.YOC li L, BROWS.
At the Employment KromR, 31 Exchange Street Tim
.NO 2? DOCK SQUARE. Bn,ton
Tope ; Leather or Harness do.; SheRac do. ;
33tf
Ellsworth, .Sept. 1», 18oG.
| ployers tare furnish*** with Clerk*. Saleeiiun. H« ok Coach
Agent f>r Hitchcock, Muzzy k Cofa Barn-la.
Brown
do.
or
I
OR;
Japan
Irving.
Keepara, Porters, Bar Keepers, Waiter* Coachmen. ;
..la Men 6n R*IWRM», Steamboat* amt Fat
ST1MSON, VALENTINE X CO., 551
PICTURES
OM GLASS!
Girls
a* Gw-ks,
Ac.
Also
tnr
Store*,
Prados,
Curtain
Boys
Broad st Boston.
ui.denucnwd havlnr
the rixht f.r t!.e
(Jhambermai-is. Searualreaaea, Laundresses, Girls for
pBF.
WINDOW SH4DKH. LACK and MUSLIN, SILK aud Housework, Ac.
Card. Boston, July 1, 18-r7.»—The sub- A
county o! Haoceek. «".l Itarni*/Wuishrd hnanvf
Just Received by M. HALE—
WORSTKD DAMASKS, at wholesale and retail.
ftiibanew WJioLK AfZF.lK A.MKRA .,.,d
P!e*»e call or send in your orders. If situations are scriber, having for s' voral \ ears
]>a*t manu- * now prepared to Uke those t«aotiful and apparstuo,
G. L k J 11 KLLTY. 170 Washington St Boston. not pr >rurtd (or those pirues who apply for en»pi >y incut
BOSTON COMMON.
factured Varnishes for Mi’:-r«. Bigelow \
ix> charge will he made.
Pictures on
Price, of Newark, X. J., taxes this method to Never
by Mrs. Yarnhamo.
Mechanical
inform thoae interested in the sale and con- it hi* rooms, t on.fr Main and Slats streets Kllsworth
MAGDALEN HEPBURN,
Brooks & Mocucn.
HAY. COFFIN $*CO.. Practical Mechanics, DesignTtiesa
taken
\ arlushes, that he i« now
picLuiasare
upon the Leal oJ plate Uiasr.
No. I Blackstone, 2 A 4 Fulton, A ‘2 shoe A Leather at* sumption ol
engager* and Draftsmen.
by the Author of Zaidoo.
vt-r win h is placed a
eorruq- >uding *!asa the two beed and iutero*uM with Mean. Stinison, V«lImporters and Dealers in
>,g united by a transparent gum. causing the picture
CITY EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, OFFICE, 72
ALSU,
entinc k: Co., of Boston, in their Varnish e*- *
retain its bnliancy for agm.
They are beautiful in
FREMONT NOTE PAPER k ENVELOPES
Knir^tce No. 10 Devonshire, near State St Boston.
tablisliment, and with pleasure would fsolicit ■me, bold ami clear in effect, may be seen in any light,
for the linn the patronage of his friends and nid area* enduring as the flats upon which they are la
ten.
lheyaret >t reversed like Iki^turrcotypea. but
& MAXCFACTUUER8 of LEATHER. the public.
OF FREMONT, for sale b\
Patent
JOHN BABCOCK.
ire seen in the- a literal
position of the aiiicr.
SStf
M. Hale
Brices varyi.it fium two to fifteen
Particular attention j»aid to getting up different ma123 WASHINGTON St. BOSTON.
dollars, accord
,o
*iz*
and quality of case o* frame.
The only place on the street where these unrivalled chines used hy the trade, vj*: Rolling Splitting, an!
and,
IVigoerreotypeB taken «s usual,
Cramping maChnws. Ac.
pictures can be obtained.
Aii articles in ■or i».'» at the lowest rates.
pictures warranted.
NEWELL S PATENT SAFETY LAMP
J. BKIGGS, (Sncceasor to J. H. Cutting).
Tiie public are luviieii ui call and examine
specimen*I ictures taken in
D B. S EDMAN & CO
& LAMP FEEDER: Warranted to
any weather and warranted to sire
proven,
latiifaetion.
A 5 oodasyortmen of Lockets and Pins
1C MILE STREET, near India it reed, Ration.
all accident, from the use of
Fluid
it
Wanted.
Burning
way a on hand.
subscriber inamufactares, and keeps con
Paten, Oil, Resin Oil, t/amlicno, and other
Import*ra A Wholes*! -lealers l>t
|
i To Mil BOOK' MEDICINES, PERFUMERY, Ac
etantly for sale, at the
explosive compounds used for the production Elliworlli, Jail SB. 1,^16. MOSES HALE.
The t*est cotiiBiuwious given
Tine is an excellent
| chance
u 1
of light. 1 liis invention is
Inr persons hat of employment. Address (stamp
STEAM
applied to ComAlso dealers in Paper Hangings, looking Glasses.
H. B. SKI.N.NErt,
enclosed.)
mou Fluid, Solar and CainlumO
Britannia Ware. Plated Ware, Clocks, 4*'
LauiW-Lamp
On the west end of the bridge, PLl'GS AM
Original
Union Street. Boston.
1!
parkaires containing in aseonment of Table, Tea and Feeder., Fluid Hohfei., Lanterns. etc.
WEDG*S,
Toilet Ware, •»-tiled li»r country trade, constantly on
\\ o respectfully invite the attention of the
KDWAHIJG. ODIORNE,
hand. Glass Ware lor Canada Tradeto
Newull's
OF ALL SIZES.
public
improved Solar Fluid
HARDWARE COMMISSION MERCHANT
Lamps, in the argand form, which gives a
y Orders promptly attended to, and fkvort
J.
brilliant iiame, the nearest to
steady,
Azenl
for
of
Poor
Door
the
saie
Porcelain
Knobs.
received.
gas that
The undersigned thank
ruaukfully
-VO, 62 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.
has ever been juoduood, the cost of
Plates, ami all styles of decaraiad Porcelain Goods.
full for pastfavors,respectI. A. Ml’RCH & CO.
burning
P'‘ANE STREET, BOSTON Books and Stationery wholesale and retail.
less-than
one
cent
School, being
an hour.
__17
informs his old Cus'
27tf
fully
Ellsworth, Aug. 1ft, I85G.
leoti*
L*w>. Medical^ Mechanic.**, rheological,
Mt*c{!l*
These Lamp, aro
turners and all others u
Ciafaicaland Foreign, at tin* lowest rat**
particularly adapted to
DKALMSS CURED
Uhurches,
Hotels,
want of Harnesses, that at
Stores
Factories,
and
Par-1
However caused, If the ticking of ■ watch can 1n» heard
iors. Oil Solars can be altered using the same
his shop on Main r*t. nearFairbanks & Board,
Leiit-rs of inquiry addressed to DK KuAfeUAJdAN No I
shade. Common Fluid
II M. PERRY, proposes to open a
ly opposite the Ellsworth
Whpleaaleaud Retail dealers iu
Lamps can be chang1
ed
to
at the
House
in
a
School
in
Lord’s
BuildFluid
room
Safety
MINERAL
and
RIDA
WATER
CONGRESS
sign of the
.private
SPRINGS
Lamp.
Professor Silliman says, “All the so-named
WATER, AI E, PORTER. CHAMPAGNE CIDER and
___• Big COLLAR AND
ing on Monday the Gth day of Oct next, scholBE
Kit.
LAGER
la
bottles
and
Boston
barrel*.
on
TRUNK
can
Suppl.jd
ars of any age over live years solicited.
always be
burning fluids ahi: hxit.obivk whether limivd ,
rcasnnaliU terms.
o.tnd a complete assortment of Harnesses consist(E,UWi.li.il iu 1S17,.
or colored, and to
Ellsworth Sept. 25* 185G.
3w35
,)rctend that they are not so ..g of best
>ward
Athemeum
H
Boston*
Howard,
Building,
St.,
and
Silver
potted
is to deceive the
Braes,Japaned
TYPES, PRESSES & PKIXT1NO MApublic, but with the protc- , riiumings, made plate,
from the beet of Oak tanned
TERIALS.
turn above named, 1 should hav? no
or For sale.
T*
hesitation 1 lather, Riding saddles and Brushes of various
at
Hats
flew
Store.
to
use
it.
Of the beat quality, furnished promptly by
and I do with entire confidence re- i inds and
prices, Halters of every kind and
JTEW HOiJSfl—two ftory—fiaished
2<I0 HAXOVBR SI., BOSION, opposite Police Sta- commend it to mv friends and others
JOHN K, 1K.KJKKS k CO.
who 1 ualitv together with all artiolea in that branch
throughout, and Conveniently arranged.
tion.
consult me on the
1
f
tiade.
subject, always protesting
Boid house if situated on Pine street, near
HUTS and CAPS of all descriptions constantly on against its
unguarded use wliieliiiasproduced 1 i YSTOCK OF \\ HIPS CANNOT BE EXCELLED,
*be dwelling in which I reside. It wiU 1© bold on
M. Yale.
hand at cash prices.
so
and fatal results.**
many
reasonable terms, or let to a goad tenant.
distressing
No. 14 Commercial Street, Boston, pays particular
Being
£CJp"Hat* made to order and repaired.
luge lashes of the best kind in use, Saddlers
lliese Lamps have been
near the busines* part of the village. ♦ a desirable ! attention to the manufacture of Flags of every cascri p
extensively used in 1- ilk kept expressly for the ladies, Chamois skins
“H part* of the United Stales fur
location, and presents a rare chamx- jfUccuro a good lion.
more tlian f »r
Orders
cleansing Silver and Brittany ware, Trunk! ©f
the country promptly attended to.
from
CROCKERY W A R E. four years, and tlierc lias not the slightest ac- s II kinds
cF
residence. Inquire of
FLAGS and i'KAife. •/ail fixes, la let on reasonable I
consisting of best Neats Leather and
cident occured with them.
C. J5. P. HHAMBfiKLAlN.
1 ussett Doubles, Portfolio, Dress
have
the
They
18
Bay top and
Bassett A Pierce,
-—:—-_
sanction of the greatest scientitic skill
31tf
Ellsworth, Autf. 26, 1856.
of the 1 ouae Tranks, all kinds of Trunk*- made to order
Importers of
“ Professor B.
" L very short notice, Valises and
Bottoa Mercantile Academy.
Traveling Bags of
Sillimuu, Prof.
CROCKERY. OlUVA AND' GLASS WARE
1
I. Robb, “V**1
Dr. L'has. T.
corn and mkal con- ; MERUAN riui BUILDING, HUMMER ST. BOSTON
Dr A. A. i il kinds uud sizes, Curry Combs and Horse
40 $ 42 BROAD ST., BOSTOM
Jackson,
rushes
1
Haves, etc.
together with every other article usuallj
stantly on hand, and of the best THEPENMANSHIP, BOOK-KEEPING,
Vv*e keep constantly on hand the best of 1 ept in such establishments.
ELEMENTARY 4- HIGHER ENGLISH1
Test* * Awaimgi.
I
Flags.
Harnesses cleansed and o!l«M at abort notica.
quality for sale low by
Fluids.
Burning
studies,
FLAGS, for Political anil mhei Clubs, io«t
1 ash paid for Hides and Lfelfekina.
PRK1NS & JOY.
wholesale and Retail bv NEWELL.
l>y LAM PR ELL A MARBLE, Sail Maker*/
,,
LANGUAGES AND DRAWING.
All of the above articles will be / sold at
nerc in 1 Street. Boston.
* C°v N°' 28 Broi“aeU Street.
Peters Corner Store Main St., lfttf
j
L. B Hanford
J. W Pay*or».
r ri«*by
HENRY ROLLIN’**
UJrOtdais from the couiitry promptly attended to.
l?tf
Ellsworth, June 6th, 1850.

A

SHOP"

cpnE

tomers

of

1

our

'J

HALE,

Damicmicm Artist

Lovell,

Ini#

BLACKSMITH ING

DUTTIWffS PATENT

Enplsymeat

AMBROTYPES;
—

st his NEW STORE at the West end of the Bridge
in connection with his Steam-Mill. Ho will keej
constantly on hand a general assortment of FL'li
M l I RE,

CARPETINGS,

JEWliLUY A\U FANCY GOODS

••

of

cirmot he excelled in the Slat**, a* vre hata on* oft
moat careful ami eciei.t trie Co tiers In the Country e n g »
ed to see that such work i* r.jfai’y done.
JX3~T!ieabove goods will aiall times !»e sold at vet v
low price*.
CCT“L*‘t two things he distinctly understood: Iri. \ i’
A'ANNOT be undersold and ts.l. Ti all articles sold
us ilo iwl prove what limy ..re lecomnieuded, they cau b
eturned and the money will ue refunded.

BLACKSMITH

14ARD WARJS,

.#•?**•

s'y •cron

orner

,»>('

n, rtrnneea
any In the

Remarkable Cures Performed—Worth nf Ar/w
wi nf Cdution.—Encouraged by the very liberal
1 atrouage bestowed up«»n me by my friends and
1 lie public, during tlie past few years, and the exI raordiuary success which 1ms attended
uiy efforts
r the cure of the sick, I ant determined not to
The Parlor
Machinemore than ‘20 year*,
H vs let'll before tho
elax my exertions to further usefulness, hut ratliThis new Anil bountiful imtchinc, designed for
u l is dcsoni'dly popular in the cure of
r to prepare myself for renewed labor* in
my unvery variety of Family Sewing and Tailors’ Work,
IpTvina, Stcnrnoy, Uuuflione, Wim?i*HlIs, ]%•!«
lertaking.
»nns each stitch the same as sewing by hand.—
Kill, Callout, Cracked Heel*. Oall >>( nil kin-]*,
That disease heretofore considered incurable can
'he superiority of this machine over every other
Fresh Wound*. Sprains. Bruises, Fistula. Sit>0
* at once
concurred, I have abundant proof in my own
apparent from the fact that it urtnn'ly
fust. Sami truck*. Strain*. Lame mas, F"»mnes, making, with matchless precision, the real •xpcriancc. T<> name a few particular cases, l
lens l Fm t, .Scraclu s or (in nsc, Mantfe, Foot
’life-like” hand atiteh in all its changes—running, night mention Mrs. P., cured of vomiting blood,
Hut in Shw?p. t l -trm t m
Hlieumatism,
after having been given up by her family
« mining, over uuu ovit, dock, imu
quarter leant, ana
Hites of Animals, Kxterna! I'oisou*. 1'ainful
Mr. T. cured of a violent eruption i
ulr stitching, maiding & portion to adajd the stitch dan t<> die.
Fr<»t
Hites.
B-uls, Corns,
Affection*.
Nervous
o theVorlc or fabric as desired.
Every part is per- >ver his head and parts of the body, and promunc-:
Whitlow*. Burns anil SeaMs. Chillblaius,
ectly simple and easily understood ; no underthrrad xl incurable by "iio of the best physicians in Nor- i
nf the Mus,oik county.
Air..",
cured of consumption.
Air.
pMr<l Ham is. Crftmp*. Onntmction*
o spool and continually take care of, as on other
cles. Swclliii;;*. Weakness of the Joints, Caked
n&chines ; n»)*< ulvtr mode of threading thr needles ,* B. of liver and kiducy complaint. Mr*. T. of can-'
|J_.^
*cr in the breast ns large as a quart bowl.
Mr.
jo rewinding spxtls, but using a single thread, and
the needles thnading themselves, it at once becomes B. of secondary sympton*, after having been
gratuitously furnished
agent*
*
near
the
under
the
treatment
ther
of.
grave
the lady’s ready seamstress at will, and the tailor's
respectpith Testimonials "f it.* utility.
substitute for a dozen hands. Willi the turn of a ible physicians. Miss M. of consumption. Mr.
All order*addn****tl to tie Proprietor*, M H.
•ingle screw, each different stitch is obtained, in C. of very alarming consumptive symptoms ; and I I ritk ek A' Co., L-vkport. N. V.
might goon with such cases and fill columns. I will j
which a person with the directions sent soon b
comes expert.
No drawing, kw4tmg, loojsng, chain- give any one the full name of any of the above if
lITFor sale by Pi-Jirgist* nn<! Merchants gonwill apply to me at my office.
?rallv, throuj’h the Unitisi State*. British Posseaing, tambormg, sktpptny, sipjsng, or unravelling, but they
//<•;•', thm. is f ,r thr SxA. I d.< not make a busi-• sions,snul other Countries. Ami bv
real ladies' sewing, livery machine is warrented
nofs of vending uv-di* me- t<>
agent-. 1-ut rely for ’. Pi. Peck, Ellsworth; John Stevens, P-luehill,
perfect, and finished up in a variety of elegant
and vitro cures ujvm b.-ing able to prescribe
r. S. llancoek, rirlnnd; and by deulers in medistyles, truly making an ornamental seamstress Speedy
Person* can consult by let- ! ine
Manufactured only by How ard A Davis, Exhibi- the medicines myself.
generally. Wholv .-ale in Portlniul by II. II.
and
have
their
ters
medi.-inc*
sent by express.
tion and Salcs-room, 202 Washington Street, BosHay, and iu Boston by Weeks A Putter, aud Burr
A'lihi
l
am always glad to give freely, and perton.
I Perry.
lyv'2 ‘24
sons calling
upon me need not feel under any obliR. A. JOHNSON, Sole Agent.
to
take
unless
do
medicine*,
choose
to
gations
they

Frames, Paintings, Looking Glasses, &c.

Embroiilery Silks,
rheumatism, Cuts, sprains, cholera dewing Silk, etc; PURCHASED
F..\I’KL»LY 10 At
A full awortm^nt of nil kinds of weighing ap- morbus, diarrhoea, burns, scalds, wounds, neuralgia, COM MO DATE TH R LA DIES.
paratus and store furniture for sale at low rates.— headache, cramp, ifcc., superior to any other preare
also
E7'\Ye
prepared to make ti
Railroad, liar ‘and C<*al Scales set in any part of paration of the king ever yet discovered.
A remedy to which the numerous certificates CLOTHING to order, in the neatest and ’most Wot
the country.
2 2 iy
manner.
manlike
which wo have in our possession, fr->m persons ol
lu the

Gregory,

A JIB U« TV PE,
Dagucrrcan and Photographic Goods.

OF THE BEST
—ALSO—

are carefully ai.d mb.
improved patten a aad

and power of
are
by
country. The
M••Imleon Organ ha* a Sub-Base of deep and full tone,
miking it very deeirnble for Cl * rch nee.
All instrument* warranted. Ware room, 280 Waahi
t.. Boston.

kliood* ar.d Drug-

[
brought,

MANCFACTl'RKRS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS
23 and 23 Court Sued,
C. W. Robinson.
BOfJTOX.
11 («re gory.

of

nioat

ictii

*

CHAS. COPELAND,
CONFECTION E II

Sati

P ane/

for ease of
not mrpaasrd

Chap-

Xo. 23 Water Street, opposite Simmons'
Block, Boston.

Ait-

assortment

<

lirorge L. Stearns,

Doeskin Pants
qualities

■

Manufacturer of Patent Improved Lead Pi|>e, Pure
Block fin Pipe, and Sheet l/ead. Aisu, Dealer in
Pig and liar Lead.

RAGLAN OVERCOATS, the most
beautiful garment out.
*:>!*•» ami
I BI-SIN»S PANTS, of a
>ilic, Lasting. Cashmere and Va enlta

■

j ROS3 a PEARCE, 7Liberty Sq. Boston.

SACK and

English, French,

j

I L1NKV rOTTON AND SILK of every variety; also
I TW INKS of every description.by Manufactured and
imported

Business Coats
Made

MYERS,

Machine Threads.

Sowing

>mpVi« *Morltii«ni of

of the

1

Xo. 16 J/ANOVER STREET, BOSTON.
S, A J. M. beg to Inf .rm the Trade generally, that
they have now un hand a Urge and well t.ele< led at-vk
nf the above goods, which they will sell twenty per
cent, cheaper than any other House in the trade, and
will send any ore article by mail, free of expense, t"
of the l'niled Slates or Brit nil Provinces, at
.«11v
lhe wtio ewlc price. Send in your orders, and they will
lie promptly attended to.
No. 16 Thxnorcr si.
Samuel Myers.
Moss
Jacob Myers.

of .ill color* and qualities. ami of the latest Importation
ami most fashionable styles
Alsu an extensive assort
memo/

finish, and

r-

Article*, vit

SERAPH1NES& ORGANS

These celebrated liiairunienu

itr'ittally made

Sewing

Importers of Watch Materials, W atch Glasses
lools, Jewelry, » a tenon *.vc.

Boys9 Clothing
QUALITY.

ailSi®
Kilby Street,

S. &J.

—

the

PARKS,

Comprising the greatest variety of Foreign Fancy
( 00.1* to b« found in the city. and which purchaser*
a ro invited to examino.
5 KILBY ST.. BOSTON.

CORN HILL, BOSTON. Utter, Fancy, Note
ami Bill' Papers, at the lowest prices.

DU. CIIEEVKR'S

DAVID F. McGILVRAY & CO..

now

Thev have also

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry carefully repaired
and warranted.
Store on Main Street, a few doors above the
Bank, formerly occupied by I. II. Grindle.
f>tf
Ellsworth, Feb. li'.lih, 1S56.

24

1

have

23

o.

ALYA N O-F. L K C T R l C K E G E N K R A T O K
(Patent issued Jan. IS. 1S.V5).
A N if and Si n nti tic lurention,
j. or the cure of Impotenev. Sterility, Prostatic Weakness. and all aflertions ot tbs Reproductive Syaleni, highly recommended by the most scientific medical men.
A Circular relating to the use of the instrument, enr
racme a general .realise of atony ol Itie spermatic or
ms. the result of which tends to softening the medllary substance of wbi h the brain is composed, may
e h ul-real is. and »vt!l he sent to ai\y address
by maii,
v their
in licalnp: a desire to receive it.
All tellers
loutd be directed to Dn. J. CHEEYER, No. 1 Tremoni
I ample, Riston.

in FOREIGN A DOMFSTIC DRV GOODS MATUNGs CAKPETRAc.
Removed to the jVrtP Or amt UHirthousr,
i\(M. \) 4, *JG, ami 'JS Ftdtral St, Burton.
Jo*. J Howe.
David F. MeGilvru, Jos. Cop.y,
William A. Wyman, S. I’ Bartlett. Kdw R. Kmiball

VE S T S

H AS JUST RECEIVED
And keeps constantly on hand Watches, Clocks,
and a general assortment of the latest styles oi
Jewelry.

SCALES.

than Ever.

received their KAI.I. AND W1NTTR
ODS. which being entirely
new
ad n/’fii|vrio

const

IuiUmation
Venereal Affections
Female Coinplain's
V. nr is. ofallkiu.iHeathu he*,
!*:;•-

toins

>

Importer# and wholesale dealer#

chauti
;

Diarrhoea,
Indigestion
o\vel (omlp’nla Dropsy
Secondary Syu.p- Coughs

Coins
Ferei a.
A.tic
I iw'nl Weakness Chest Diseases
l.iver W u'l'l^ints Cost iv* he**
-s
of
l,’wu
Spuiialiy spejaia

jttwhen proicasionally engaged.

>T.

T'.y

BIFFIN,

Wholesale Bookseller & Stationer-

of

Cheaper

e given

Pills are the hest remedy
known in the world for the
following diseases:

Dr. H. may bo found at the office of Dr. McilisB'r during all business hours of the day, ex-

Daniel

fete

r.thly

Huttoway s

D.,

Offers his professional services to the citizens of
Ellsworth and vioiufty.

c.

their OLD STOCK OF GOODS
advantage, of the pleasure lr. the raon
to
»Y market
purchase CHEAP by paying cash
• hich wi:i enable them to sell

If.

m
uie
practice
No female, young or old. should tie without
Ilo-pitals of New York and Boston, offers his hrated
metier tie
It corrects and reeula'e* the
service* t-. the people of Ellsworth and vicinity.
nirses a
all periods, acting m many cases lik
he
where
Office
New
in
1“^"
Block,
Whiting’s
It is also iho ! i*st and safest medicine that ra
m v he
f.mnd nfght and day except when pro- to children of ail aces, and for any
ceinjila u
fes-i .aahly engaged.
4ti
juenlly no family should he without it,
i’

disposed

taken

lave

—

ATTORNEY &. COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
EUswoxth, Hancock County, Me.

S. PADLEFORD & CO.,
Having

BURNHAM’S COLLEGE. SCHOOL, AND LI
BRAKY FURNISHING ROOMS,
Note
GO CORNU ILL, POSTON.
Buy your Books here, and you will he satisfied.

J

Invite the the .-mention of Merchant# visiting the.
city, to t tie
large and very complete assortment which
it. kept fresh and complete throughout the year, viz
Woolen# and Clothier#’ Goods, a full Block.
SturTt, Merinos. A! paces*. I.yoneseCloths Ac.
Dress Fabrics— Silks, Delaine#, Print#, Ginghams,
Ac.
Linens— Diapers, Damasks, Table Cloth# HanJkcr
Chiefs. Ac.
Whiie^GnodsMItvslin* *nrt Cambric# of all kinds.
Blankdts—Whrtcrat.d CdTltrer!, «•! all qualities.
Carpe mgs—Velvet, Tapestry, Ingrain, Fine, Extra
Fine, Ac.
Canton mat tines.— A x 4 P x4 PX-I. white and rol d,
Hosiery ami Glove#— Ladies’. Hants’ and children’s

MELODEONS,

I. Ulus'S EXTRA CTS.
SOAPS, from Loir. Send' lirtihow.
DA XL E X 4 IS LEWS PERFUMES.
A TKISSON'S PERFUMES.
E. M.l IIIA E A RINA C< >LUG\ ES. 4711
JOSEPH A X’n ix COLOGNE.
PI I EES' POM A HES
MA UGENET f CO UDR A Y'S PERFUMERY.
INGUSH, FRENCH A' AMERICAN BRUSHES
ENGLISH A' FRENCH Ten'l l! BRUSHES
ENGLISH 4. AMERICAN PL A ) J.\ U CARDS.
I to LIN STRINGS 4- TRIMMINGS
A CCOR l> EG NS j- EI. l TINA S.
BRONZE GOODS.
PORTEMONNAIES. LEA THER BAGS.
RETICULES.
DESKS. WORK BOXES. DRESSING CASES.
MA TH HMA TIC A I. IS STR l 'MBS TS.
PAPIER MACHE GOODS.
LA TED CARD BASKETS 4- OTHER GOODS.

The best place iu Boston to buy Books

■

Sale in Ellsworth

offered for

>I«mc

at

*

receiving

lsl*

WAREROOMS,

Scotch & ontinontal
Dry Foods,
Noa. 25, 37 & 30 Kilby St. Benton.

Furnishing Goods,

ire

S.

Manufacturer of

& LEVIN,
KELLEY
f:eam«
and Packet* IW'tn Eo
by

42 .$■ 44 PEARL STREET, Poston.
lave on Kami a mock of the best manufacture, which
ltr> will sell at the lowest price in the market for cash.

English.

CLOTHING
Ever

BOOTS, SHOES AND
LEATHER.

Are removed from Washington atreet to
So. 24 WINTER STREET, II OS TON.
CO~The Ware rooms of Washington Street for thirty
ears, eat a blit-bed iu la2o.

of

Importers

J.

IMPORTATIONS,
I860-

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

KICIIABUSON A CO.

J. M.

i IIJTIIIN

[DAMS' BODlCEfr CORSET

TEAS, OILS *o.
Nos 116 & 118 State Street Boston.

FALL AND WINTER

COM-

Nearly half the human race have raken th-se Tills
t has been proved in all parts of the w »rtd thru nothing
i.»s been found etjnal fo them in cas*s of disorders of the
iv«r. dyspepsia, ahd stomach complaints general'y
fhey soon give a heallhv lone to ihe*r organs, hov.evet
much deranged, and when ail oilier means have failed.

ADVERTISING AGENTS,
Joy’s Ruilding, 81 Washington St

DEALERS IN

THE LARGEST STOCK OF

THE

,

F. & F. RICE.
WHOLESALE GROCERS,

AND

1’ILLS
PURIFY
BLOOD.

22

JOSEPU A. UMAX,
ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR AT
Ellsworth, Maine.

CLOTHING

lase.

niESE

Elisworthy Mains.
yy Olbee in the Brick Block

It has been the lot of the tinman race to be weighed
town by disease and suffering. Helloway'* Pills are
•|»eeially adapted to the reUelol the weak, the uere a
-a
he delicttle, and the infirm, of all dimes, ages.
uid constitution. Prof. Holloway personaliy su-£ rintend
he manufacture of his medicines in the United Stales,
mil oilers them To a trre
;
’eat remedy the world ever savr for the removal o
dt
<

ATTO RNEY & COUNSELLOR AT

8

STORE.

in

WATERHOUSE,

ATTORNEY

Many People to be Clothed
-AT THE-

ELLSWORTH

MAIN AND SKA STREETS,
ROCKLAND. ME

S.

as

,

CO.,

HAMLIN.

«i SHOOS,

C. & M. COX,

!
(To bo inserted weekly, five weeks.)
Published by 13. It. RICHARDSON &

FOB

IT On Mua'StrMt.

BOOTS

2Ut>ertfsemcnt«,i

Boston

NEW

Goods,

BOOKS,

—

changing

Engineering,

glass

.»

Cattiags

LIFE

$HJ t mUlilM,

Aabretypes,

Cheap

Safe Light.

|

Agents

THE

—

Earthen, China & Glass Ware

MILL/

IltKMSMS! OlHSESSES

i01

HUNKsT TRUNKS!!

piiilbbickT

Biftice,

WISS

^^KaarawaaKX

f

Type Foundry,

Rent,

Wingate's

MA

Flags.—R.

j

j

I

Flour,

BoitonARU

j

